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College tips salary scales 
By Heather Duncan 
Ithacan Staff 
The salaries of Ithaca College 
administrators remain above the 
national and state averages, 
according lo figures released by 
the Chronicle for Higher 
Education. However, 1996-97 
was the third year in a row that 
top administrators did not receive 
pay raises. 
Faculty salaries remain only 
slightly less than the national 
average, while the number of pro-
fessors among the campus' high-
est paid._employees is increasing 
faster at other colleges than at 
Ithaca College. 
In 1995-96 President Emeritus 
James J. Whalen was the second 
highest paiJ president at a univer-
sity without doctorate programs. 
His salary and hcnelits totaled 
$368,647 a year. 
In 1995-96, the president of 
American University received a 
salary of $231,555 and benefit~ of 
$24,900. At Alfred University, the 
president received $179,129 in 
salary and $4,477 in benefits. The 
average salary for chief execu-
tives of comprehensive universi-
ties in 1996-97 was $124,865, 
according lo the Chronicle for 
Higher Education. 
Other top paid administrators 
at the College include Vice 
President of Business and 
Administrative Affairs Thomas 
Salm, Vice President and 
Treasurer Carl Sgrccci and 
Provost Thomas Longin, whose 
$117,500 salary is $22,000 higher 
than the national average 
At many colleges and univer-
sities, two or three of the top \ix 
~alanes at the institutmn go to 
faculty members. Two Ithaca 
College professors made tlus top 
pay list for 1995-96, hut Sgrecci 
~aid neither profcs~or received 
this large amount not because it 
was their standard salary, hut 
because they took the voluntary 
retirement package in addition to 
their salary during downsiLing. 
None of the professors listed 
among the top-five highest-paid 
faculty on the 990 tax form cur-
rently teach at Ithaca College. 
At Boston College, the fourth 
see SALARIES, page 6 
""1i!!~ access area 
-Ripert says -"wheelchair routes 
on campus need improvement Rough road 
By Cole Louison 
Ithacan Staff 
Unless they arc given a 
hand, a student in a wheelchair 
may never sec the third floor of 
Friends Hall, the second level 
of the Dillingham center or 
most of the Terraces. 
According to the 
Middlestatcs report study, 
Ithaca College needs to make 
more considerations in the 
future concerning handicap 
m:cessihility on campus. 
The report said, "every 
effort is made to provide 
access on a case-by-case basis. 
However, a significant number of 
buildings require assistance for an 
individual in a wheelchair to enter 
or leave." 
The Assistant Director of 
Campus Safety, Dave Prunty, said 
that there arc plans to further ren-
ovate the Terraces into wheel-
chair accessible complexes. 
"You don't wanl to mandate to 
a student where they want to go 
or what they want to have," said 
Prunty regarding the slim housing 
options for those in wheelchairs. 
Prunty said the school had 
been successful in providing 
accommodations 
for students to 
live, hut the 
planned renova-
tions would bring 
further improve-
ment. 
"The school is 
trying to he more 
responsible," he 
said. 
Amanda Abeles 
'00 said she is the 
only student at 
the College in a 
wheelchair. 
:., ~-:- ~--• · .,..-~::-·_' ·-\ Though she uses 
-$,' crutches to climb 
. . '.*"8~61-=:... :-.--- _· .. ~, the stairs to her 
room in Eastman 
J 
-~- --~ .... _ Hall, she has 
· " used an electron-
... ,.,. ........ • "• I 
ic scooter to get 
around since 
August. 
"They've been 
very good to 
..... ~ . ..,,...,,. 
me," she said of 
The Ithacan/Emily DeWan the Office of 
The stairs near Ford Hall llmlt accessibility. A c a d c m i c 
One writer experiences 
the challenges involved 
with wheelchair travel on 
the Ithaca College 
campus. 
See story on page 6 
Support Services for Student~ 
with Disabilities. "As good as 
they can he." 
Abeles explained how the 
office arranged for three of her 
classes to be moved from 
Friends Hall to more accessible 
classrooms. 
She has also been given a 
key to side entrance of the 
library as well as a pass that 
enables her to park in mainte-
nance as well as handicap park-
ing spaces. 
A student manager also 
takes Abeles' order for food 
during meals at the Egbert 
Dining Hall, the only dining 
area that Abeles can reach 
without leaving her scooter and 
walking on crutches. 
The Office of Residential 
Life works with students with 
disabilities to find housing that 
suits their needs; like larger 
rooms with hand rails on the 
walls or lights that tum on dur-
ing a fire drill 
While Abeles was thankful 
for the help the College com-
munity has given her, she 
addressed the problems the 
campus poses physically . 
For example, as an 
Occupational Therapy student 
Abeles must attend class in the 
new modules near the baseball 
diamond. 
see ACCESSIBILITY, page 6 
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FIERY FALL FOLIAGE 
The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
With the advent of fall comes the inevitable loss of daylight. 
Don't forget to set clocks back on Sunday. 
Condoms recalled 
By Erin Negley 
Ithacan Staff 
Packages of LifcStyles con-
doms guarantee, "Each Lifestyle~ 
latex condom is individually te~t-
ed for reliability and safety to 
meet U.S. ~tandard~." 
But on Tue~day, An\cll 
Personal Product~ Inc. re1:allcd 57 
million of their LifeStyb. Prime. 
and Contcmpo condom~ hccau~e 
of several complaints about 
breakage. 
The company also discovered 
that some condoms could deterio-
rate before their expiration date, 
~aid Maureen Kelly. the L'duc,1-
twnal director ol Plann.:d 
Parenthood of Tompkins County 
Ansell said .:on:-,umer, arl' 
going to he able to exchange the 
fault) conJom:-- for altl'rn,ttL' 
An~cll hrand condo1m th,tt h.t\ L' 
not been rc:call.:d. 
While the H,1111111011tl l-k.tlth 
Center and vcndmg mach111e, 1111 
c:ampu~ do not di~tnhute An,ell 
brand condom~. Mac\ gener,tl 
store in the: Campus Center doe:--
offer them. 
George Crawford, department 
clerk at Mac\ General Store, ~aid 
see CONDOMS, page 6 
The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
Despite being recalled, LlfeStyles condoms are stlll sold at Mac's. 
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Needle nixes nasty virus 
By Stacey Walbourn 
Copy De~k Editor 
A!-. the warm sunshine fades 
and cold winds announce the 
arrival of winter, il is time for stu-
dents to hid a fond farewell to 
their summer clothes and say 
hello to winter coats and nu shots. 
Kristin Alling, business man-
ager of the Health Center, said the 
Hammond Health Center is offer-
ing an innuenza vaccine walk-in 
clinic for students, faculty and 
staff beginning on Tuesday from 
8 a.m. to IO a.m. 
David Newman, director of the 
Health Center, said 11 is always 
worth people's time to get their 
nu shots because influent.a is so 
easy to catch in a closed popula-
tion. True in0ucnza, Newman 
said, is a sig'!ificant illness, one 
most people mistake for the com-
mon cold. 
However, it is actually quite 
different and more severe than the 
common cold. Newman said 
symptoms of true influenza, also 
known as the nu, typically start 
abruptly, usually · through the 
months of December and 
Fchruary, and cause fever, achi-
ness, headaches and sometimes a 
little cough. Nasal congestion is 
not usually a symptom of the flu, 
hut more often associated with 
the common cold. 
Newman also said people with 
underlying illnesses arc more at 
risk to catch the flu and should 
consider getting the vaccine. 
The vaccine has to he repealed 
each year to he effective. It is for-
mulated annually to include the 
strain of influenza that is preva-
lent that year, Newman said. The 
vaccine lasts from three to eight 
months. 
Newman said there generally 
arcn 't any side effects from the 
vaccine other than a little· sore-
ness al the sire of the shot. 
KINGS OF THE CONTEST 
Alling said the Heahh Center 
has always had the vaccines 
available, hut the walk-in clinic 
has only heen offered in the past 
few years. 
Students, faculty and staff can 
get their flu shots on Tuesday, 
Oct. 28, from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m.; 
Wednesday, Oct. 29, from 3 p.m. 
to 5 p.m.; Tuesday, Nov. 4, from 
3 p.m. to 5 p.m. and Wednesday, 
Nov. 5, from 8 a.m. to IO a.m. 
Alling said the cost for the 
vaccine is $10, and the Health 
Center accepts checks, 
Mastercard or Visa payments and 
ID Express. Another option the 
Health Center offers is to bill the 
cost to a student's account main-
tained by the Bursar's office. If 
these times are not convenient. 
Alling said appointments can he 
made by calling the Health 
Center at 274-3177 from 8:J0 
a.m. to 9:30 a.m.. Monday 
through Friday. 
Nozmo King members Aaron Jackson '99 
(left), Brian Thomas '98 (center) and Tlbyron 
Quinn '97 perform their winning set at the 
Battle of the Bands contest held last weekend. 
0CToBER 23, 1997 
Briefly 
• Historic Ithaca will present 
the Courtney Crawford 
Memorial Education Fund 
Lecture entitled "Preservation 
of Historic Theaters· on 
Tuesday, Nov. 11. The lecture 
will be held at the State 
Theater at 7:30 p.m. 
• The Million-Woman March 
will begin at the Ben Franklin 
Parkway on Oct. 25, at 9 a.m. 
in Philadelphia. For more 
information, call the national 
headquarters at (215) 476-
3683 or (215) 476-3681. 
• A groundbreaking ceremo-
ny will be held on Thursday, 
Oct. 23, at 4:30 p.m. for the 
new Health Sciences and 
Human Performance Center. 
For more information, contact 
David Maley, director of public 
information, at (607) 274-1490. 
CORRECTIONS 
• It is ·the lthacan's policy to 
report all errors of fact. 
Contact the news department 
at 274-3207. 
Giving AIDS a face 
By Kevin Rettig 
lth,,can Staff 
Sl1111c ixoplc arc not supposed 
10 gel AIDS. That is still the pre-
\'ailing my1h among many, even 
after all wc know ahout the dis-
ease. 
Two men living with the reali-
ty of the disease will be appearing 
· at Ithaca College next week to 
dispel that myth. 
Joel Goldman was a "nonnal" 
college student. active on campus 
and in his fraternity. He also par-
tied, often mixing alcohol with 
sex. In 1992, he was diagnosed 
with HIV. . 
T.J. Sullivan is one of his clos-
est friends and a health and alco-
hol educator. Together, they fonn 
a dynamic team that takes a 
humorous look at the harsh reali-
ties of the disease. 
They will be appearing in 
Emerson Suites on Tuesday, at 7 
p.m. 
Their program is entitled 
"Friendship in the Age of AIDS," 
and admission is free. 
The event is sponsored by the 
Alcohol Peer Educators, a cam-
pus organization that seeks to 
raise awareness of alcohol use 
and abuse. 
Those who have seen the show 
and worked to get it to Ithaca 
College said it was like nothing 
they had seen before. 
''They leave you in awe. The 
presentation is so different from 
what we've already heard," 
Tiffany Barnaby '99 said. 
The speakers focus on the 
effect alcohol and drugs can have 
on a person's decision to .. have 
sex. 
"There is still the acknowl-
edgement that when you throw 
alcohol- or dlUgs into the safe sex 
equation, knowledge and safe 
behavior take a back sent," 
Goldman said. 
After seeing the presentation 
once before, Karen Lipham '00 
said, "I heard it was good, but it 
was just amazing. They made it 
funny, but the message was still 
effective." 
The message is that AIDS 1s 
real, and it can happen to any-
body. 
Barnaby said, "They put a face 
on AIDS." 
Want to find us on the Web? + 
Music and Lyrics ~ Stephen _Sondheim 
Book by James Lapine 
Originally Directed on Broadway by James Lapine 
171is 90's interpretation of classic fairy tales shows that happy endingsare 
sometines not so easy to reach." 
October 31-November 1 and November 4-6 8:00 pm 
Matinee Saturday, November 1 2.-00 pm. 
*Contains depictions of violence. Parental discretion is strongly encouraged. 
Box office opens October 27 ( ~ ~t' oc• 
Phone: 274-3224 a Te 
lbllllllllllCIUIIIIIIMII ) 
L)E;t;1~U '-{OCA~ OWU 
MAJof.a 
A question and answer session will be held on 
Wednesday, Oct. 29 at 8 p,m. 
in Park 279 
for students interested in designing 
individualized, interdisciplinary majors through 
the School of Humanitities and Sciences 
Planned Studies program. 
Call Scott Smith at 
274-3503 for details. 
I 
I 
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Rising tuition discussed at meetings 
By Robert B. Bluey 
lthac.in St.iff 
- - -
Increasing financial aid expen-
diture!, and a dwindling enroll-
ment have forced Ithaca College 
11110 a financial corner over the 
past six years. requiring students 
10 pick up the tah. 
Accordmg to a report released 
hy the College, fmancial aid 
expl·mhturcs have douhled, from 
11 to 22 percent of the college ·s 
total revenue, forcing a 25 percent 
increase in tuition since the 1991-
92 school year. Meanwhile, 
enrollment has dropped more 
than 11 percent in the past six 
years. 
Two open budget meetings 
were held on Oct. 9 111 
Klingenstein Lounge in the 
Campus Center. 
Approximately 30 people were 
in attendance. 
The meetings were intended 
to give members of the Ithaca 
College community an opportuni-
ty to voice their opinions about 
the budget. The budget committee 
was present to listen to sugges-
tions about the budget. Carl 
Sgn:cd. vice president and tn:a-
:-.urcr for the College, !,poke at the 
meetings 
Sgrccci !,aid that fmancial aid 
cxpcnditure!, have heen increa!,cd 
in order for the College to rcmain 
competitive- with other schools. 
"One of the higgest compo-
nents in the hudget is fmancial 
aid," ~aid Sgrecci. "The financial 
aid provided hy the College ha~ 
heen increasing to allract more 
students to the institution." 
Approximately 75 percent of 
Ithaca students receive ~ome sort 
of aid directly from the College, 
Sgrecci said. 
That does not include aid stu-
dents may be receiving from 
alternative sources. 
Financial aid packages also 
depend on what specific school a 
student is in enrolled in, he said. 
"It is much more expensive to 
educate a student in music than 
one in history or economics," 
Sgrecci said. 
Another form of aid, Bundy 
Aid, which is provided by New 
York state, has declined from 2.5 
percent to 0.5 percent over the 
last ten years. 
Bundy Aid ha~ also dccn:a~ed 
hy 63 percent 111 the Ncw York 
!,late hudgel. 
f-ull-timc undergradu,llc 
enrollment al thc Collc!!e ha~ 
dropped hy morc than 600 ~lu-
denl!> from the I 991-92 10 the 
1996-97 school ycar. 
He !,aid that other 111s111u1ions 
experienced !>IITHlar decreases 
year!, hcfore Ithaca College did. 
"When 11 hit, it hll hke a ham-
mer," Sgrccc1 said. 
He added that the decreasing 
enrollment led to an increase 111 
the amount of aid the College 
offered students. 
A total of 69.5 percent of the 
1996-97 revenue for the College 
came from tuition and fees, which 
includes room, board and insur-
ance. 
He said that if the College kept 
its tuition at a steady rate, it might 
not look as competitive compared 
Lo other institutions. 
In addition to the discussion of 
tuition, those at the budget meet-
ing raised questions for the com-
mittee to address. 
Allyson Burley '98, vice pres-
ident of communications for the 
Student Government A!>\Oc1a111rn. 
que~lloned how !he budget wa~ 
composed for the five schooh 
w11h111 Ithaca College. 
the meetlll!!~. the bud!!el Cllllllllll· 
tee will meet a!!am to decide what 
change!, need lo made. The hud-
gel lllU!>I then he approved hy 
Pre!,ldent W1ll1am~. who wall !,Uh-
n111 11 for final approval al a meet-
mg of the Board of Tru\lee~ 111 
"Each school worh from the 
ha~c ot the pnor year's budget," 
Sgrecci ~aid. "Thcn each opcrat-
mg department 
~uhmll!, a hud-
get to the dean 
of that !,Choo) ·· 
D a v I d 
Newman. the 
director of 
Health Service~ 
for the College, 
asked how 
cxpend11ure!, at 
the College 
compare to 
those at other 
institutions. 
Sgrccci said 
that Ithaca 
College has 
never hcen 
compared to 
other institu-
tions regarding 
its budget. 
After receiv-
ing input from 
Budget components 
Financial Aid as a Percentage of Total 
Revenue 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
13.8% 
16.3% 
17.1% 
19.1% 
22.3% 
22.5% 
Average Full-Time Undergraduate Enrollment 
1991-92 5,947 
1992-93 5,729 
1993-94 5,418 
1994-95 5,156 
1995-96 5,281 
1996-97 5,267 
Annual Tuition 
1991-92 $11,946 
1992-93 $12,870 
1993-94 $13,624 
1994-95 $14,424 
1995-96 $15,250 
1996-97 $16,130 
Family leads memorial service for slain student 
By Philip von Platen 
Ithacan Staff 
The afternoon's threatening 
storm clouds had given way to a 
crisp, starry night as small groups 
of people slowly approached 
Muller Chapel. 
In front of the entrance some 
stopped for the warm embrace of 
a friend. 
They arrived at the Chapel on 
Monday night to reflect, pray and 
remember Danielle Beschlc, the 
first-year-student who was killed 
on Oct. 5, in her hometown of 
Clayton, N.Y. 
Among the 50 mourners at the 
memorial service were Beschle's 
parents and members of her 
extended family. 
They were joined by Beschle's 
friends. President Peggy Williams 
and other administrators. 
Throughout the half-hour ser-
vice, long silences set apart the 
speeches, prayers and songs. 
"Everything stops when you 
hear about death," Jewish 
Chaplain Michael Faber said in 
his invocation. 
"It is a profound and meaning-
ful moment," he said. 
He said the memorial service 
was an opportunity for Beschle's 
immediate family and her larger 
family at the College to come 
together to share their love and 
their prayers for her, and a time 
for all to start their lives again. 
"Going on is all we can do," 
Faber said. 
A response psalm conducted 
by students from the School of 
Music led into readings from 
Jewish and Christian scriptures 
by Beschle's Resident Assistant 
Suzie Carrier '99 and Protestant 
Chaplain Eileen Winter. 
In a low, whispering voice, 
Catholic Chaplain Father Paul 
Bonacci spoke of how humans 
groan through all stages of their 
lives, from the infant that groans 
as it struggles to tum over to the 
woman who groans in the throes 
of childbirth. 
"Tonight we groan with ques-
tions," Bonacci said. "Why? Why 
now? Why this way? Is this a bad 
dream?" 
He said the world groans 
because of it~ loss of someone as 
beautiful and gifted as Beschlc. 
"All we can do is trust, hold 
each other and pray," Bonacci 
said. 
In the silence following anoth-
er psalm. Beschle's aunt, Vicki 
Cole, rose from the front row and 
addressed the gathering. 
Cole said the family had cho-
sen to shed light on who Danielle 
was by .reading the speech she 
gave at her high school gradua-
tion. 
"The true challenges arc yet to 
come," Cole read. 
She spoke of the importance of 
striving for life-long learning, of 
having big dreams and not being 
afraid to follow them. 
"Question everything around 
you," Cole read. 
She ended her speech hy quot-
ing Eleanor Roosevelt: "The 
future belongs to those who 
believe in the hcauty of their 
dreams." 
As the last verse of the psalm 
"We Arc Called" rang out in the 
chapel, Bonacci walked up Lo 
Bcschlc 's family mcmhcr!, and 
embraced them one hy one. 
Students turned to each other 
and hugged and sounds of muf-
fled sobbing broke the silence. 
The cluster of people m the 
front rows lingered as the rest 
filed into the lobby and slowly 
hegan to address each other in 
hushed tones. 
After the service. Cole 
expressed the family's gratitude 
for the way the Ithaca College 
community had supported it in 
the weeks followmg Beschle·s 
death. 
Cole said ~he and her relatives 
had hecn given the most hurnam~-
tic treatment she had ever 
encountered. 
She ~aid. "'If \\-e could hug 
every smglc per~on here. .,., e 
would do tha1. ·· 
http://www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
ONCOMMON DINING ON 
THE COMMONS 
Try soine entrees from our menu ... 
Baked Trout .. 'll"'~i;-;~i~. 
with an ~ mg served with Ilk: ~le de Jour 
.... 
M I -~~•i''" ~ usse s o -..... .~ ,..._ 
'"t- 1· . mussels i wi tomato lllld olive sauce o mon ~pper mgume 
\ gkM7J 
li1 
.fl 
m:qjl~i,t;:11--'' :· 
··- ""'17'.', 
·J'' 
' 1/_{' 
complimented by an endles. c oice of a4serts 
277-Bake Breakfast, Lunch & C~k.tails 
... \•J 
Live Jazz Friday and Saturday··-
H~ P~ 
c~ ~ g,.,,_ 
BIG 
AL'S 
PIZZA 
272-3448 
I 103 DANBY RD. 
STORE HOURS: 
Monday - Thursday: 
Frida\ & Saturday: 
Sun 
f, a.m. to M1Jmgh1 
f, a.m. to I a m 
8 a.m to M1dmght 
FREE DELIVERY: 
Monday - Thursday: 11 a.m. 10 M1d111!!hl 
Friday: 11 a.m. to I a.m. 
Saturday: Noon to I a.m. 
Sunday: Noon to Midnight 
* Help Wanted - Drivers Needed 
r--------- -~~~w~ --------, i $6.49 LARGE PIZZA & 216 OZ. SODAS 
I (TAX INCLUDED) 
I *YOU MUST MENTION AD \\.'HEN ORDERING AND PRESENT IT llPON PL!RCHAS!:'"' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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. The Residential Life Recognition Committee -
would like to thank the 
Resident Assistant Staffl 
Your efforts and energy help make our Pumpkin Patch 
a great place to live and work. 
HAPPYR.A . 
.L\PPRECIATION WEEK! 
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The Ithaca Opportunity Program 
and the ' , 
. '· 
Higher Education Opportunity Program{.·-:-. 
are proud to announce 
the second in a year-long series 
of discussions on the topic: 
CLONING: 
Technological Marvel-Ethical Quandary 
"A Legal Perspective" 
Guest Speaker: Larry Palmer, Professor of Law 
Cornell University 
Thursday, October 30, 12:15pm - 1:10pm 
Textor 102 
All are invited to attend. 
Call the IOP at 274-3381 
for more information. 
ar 
) ;; 
Saturday, October 25 
Football Game 
at 1 p.m. 
Students FREE! 
At the Door 
$9 Adults $S Students 
Children (12 and under Free) 
I 
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Faculty funds 
university suit 
THE BUS STOPS HERE 
By Amy Schoeman 
Ithaciln Contributor 
Collectively, Ithaca College 
faculty have come together to 
help Adelphi University clean up 
after a violent bureaucratic storm. 
Faculty council mcmhcrs arc tak-
ing a collection to help Adelphi 
Un1ver~ily faculty mcmhers pay 
off almost $700,000 in legal fees 
stemming from the arduous 
removal of Adelphi 's president 
and hoard of trustee,. 
Faculty council passed the re~-
olut1on because they admire fac-
ulty al other ~chools who care 
ahout the quality of higher educa-
tion around the country. said Paul 
McBride. chairman of the hi~lory 
department at the College. 
McBride suhm11tcd the proposal 
to the council. 
"We are glad to help our 
fellow academic col-
fragues." 
- Paul McBride, chaiTT11an 
o_f the his_t{?~y_dcpa~tment 
found that two trustees had 
engaged in university dealings for 
per~onal benefit. 
The Committee to Save 
Adelphi (comprised of a group of 
faculty members, students, alum-
ni and former trustees) and the 
Adelphi Faculty Seriate charged 
the former president and hoard 
with misconduct and violations of 
school code. The charges includ-
ed mi~management and the nus-
appropnation of fund~ often u,ed 
for the board's and president\ 
personal benefit. 
"We arc glad to help our fel-
low academic colleagues," 
McBride said. 
Adelphi faculty incurred high 
debts after they recommended 
that 18 of the 19 trustees and 
president of the university be 
ousted hy the Board of Regents 
on Feb. IO. 
In response to the legal fee~ 
generated by the ordeal, Ithaca 
College's faculty members have 
raised approximately $1,000 
through private donations and a 
faculty caucus to help Adelphi. 
Tompkins Consolidated Area Transit (TCAT) 
serves College students as a means of trans-
portation each day. The proposed merger of 
Ithaca Transit, Cornell Transit and Tomtran 
The Ithacan/Yvonne Sing 
has some city employees concerned that 
Cornell would then have an unbalanced 
amount of control over the operation of local 
bus services. 
Prior to the incident, Adelphi 
trustees were running the institu-
tion into the ground hy allowing 
the president to live a luxurious 
life on the university's tab, 
according to the Chronicle of 
Higher Education. 
The Board of Regents also 
McBride, who is also the co-
chair of the faculty fund, said 
Adelphi's decision to oust the 
president and the board is unique. 
"The board acted to the detri-
ment of Adelphi, and was held 
accountable for its actions," he 
satd. "It answered to a higher 
authority, the Board of Regents." 
McBride said he and the facul-
ty were optimistic about helping. 
In an unsolicited resolution by the 
Faculty Council, faculty members 
congratulated Adelphi Univer~ity 
in their "courageous efti.lrts to 
preserve [their] integrity and rep-
utation." 
Donald Lifton, associate pro-
fessor of management, said the 
fund is a vehicle for tho~e who 
want to use charitable contribu-
tions. He said the council 
embraced the idea enthusiastical-
ly. 
DATE AT EIGHT 
How to get what you want, 
but not more than you bargained for! 
A performance program about communication 
and sexual decision making. 
Muller Chapel 
Wednesday, October 29, 8 p.m. 
Thursday, October 30, 8 p.m_ 
Monday, November 3, 8 p.m. 
Sponsored by the Ithaca College Rape Awareness Committee 
and S.A. V.A. W (Students Against Violence Against W<mzen) 
"It ~how~ ~ol1darity with 
another hody ol faculty col-
league~ ... Lifton said. 
The events at Adelphi have ~cl 
an example 111 the academic 
world, McBride ~aid. 
"It shows how a hoard and a 
president can lose ~ight of the 
he~t intc~ests of their institution," 
McBride•said. 
Thomas F. Heffernan, profes-
sor of English at Adelphi, ~aid the 
I acuity counci I', re~pon,e I unJ 
came a, a ~urpn,e lo :\Jelph1 lav 
ulty. 
"I wa, overwhelmed h~ 1hc 
~upport." he ~a1J. 
Ithaca College wa~ one of the 
first academic 111st1tut1on~ to 
come to the ~upport of the 
Adelphi community. 
Hefferman ~aid. "Now that the 
turmoil i, over. there 1~ a po;1t1vc 
turnaround." 
6 THI-. ITHACAN 
SALARIES 
continued from page 1 
highest paid employee in 1995-96 
was a law professor who received 
$236,137 in salary and hcncfits. 
The fifth highest salary went to a 
fi nancc professor. 
Half of Amcm:an University's 
top six salaries went to profcs-
,ms. with totals varymg from 
$174,504 to $ I 86,933 including 
benefits. With an average of 
$61,217. compensation for Ithaca 
College professors is only slight-
ly less than the national average 
of $64,468 for 1996-97. (based on 
a survey of 1.800 cmnprchcnsivc 
111,111u11ons acros~ the country). 
While faculty salaries arc 
CONDOMS 
continued from page 1 
he has not been informed yet of 
the recall. He abo said he did not 
receive any condoms from cus-
tomers to he refunded. 
"I haven't heard from the fac-
tory," Crawford said. 
As of Tuesday afternoon. 
Lifestyles condoms could stlll he 
found on the shelves of Mac's. 
Kelly sauJ the recall docs not 
ncccs!>arily mean that there arc 57 
million had condoms on store 
shelves. 
The company recalled every 
variety in question because they 
rnuldn't predict which hatches 
were at risk. she said. 
The Food and Drug 
Admin1.,trat1on urged consumers 
to ched, the expiration dates on 
all cono;Jms. hccausc "using any 
expired brand puses the risk that 
the w,er may not he adequately 
protected ap11nst pregnancy or 
,exually transmuted diseases." 
Kelly's biggest worry ahoul 
the condom recall is that some 
people will continue to use defec-
tive •:ondoms. 
"They'll say, 'These won't 
hascd on the nine-month academ-
ic year, administrative salaries arc 
hascd on the full year. 
Traditionally,· salary increases 
for all positmns at Ithaca College 
arc hascd on a 4 percent pool, 
Sgrccci said. Th" means raises 
range from 2 to 4 percent. hascd 
on performance. The average 
increase in salaries for full profes-
sors is about 4 percent nallonally. 
according to the Chronicle for 
Higher Education. 
Rccornmcnda11ons for raises 
arc made 1,y the deans and vice 
prcs1dcnb. then re\ icwed by the 
prc"denl and the salary commit-
break· or they won't want to buy 
another.·· 
H a condom breaks, people 
can go to Planned Parenthood or 
the Hammond Health Center to 
take a pregnancy lest or get emer-
gency contraceptives. 
Planned Parenthood of 
Tompkins County also docs not 
carry any of the condoms being 
recalled. 
"[The condom recall] has 
made my job a little harder. It's 
hard to put out a positive health 
message about latex," Kelly said. 
Students on campus said they 
were surprised at the news of the 
faulty condoms. 
"Mos1 corporations find 
defects, but this affects so many 
people and the effects arc STDs 
and pregnancy." Duane Morgan 
'98 !.aid. 
Andrea Burke '00 said, 'Thi~ 
1s an unfortunate situation 
because people have faith in a 
company like [Ansell]. It has a 
good reputation and it's quite 
dangerous that they're recalling 
condoms." 
Ansell, Inc. recalled: 
Lifestyles brand: 
-Ultra Sensitive with Spermicide, expiration date: October 1997 
-Assorted Colors with Spermicide, expiration dates: October 1997 
to June 1998 
-Vibra-Ribbed with Spermicide, expiration dates: October 1997 to 
October 1998 
-Extra strength with Spermicide, expiration dates: October 1997 
to April 2000 
Prime brand: 
-Specially lubricated, expiration dates: October 1997 to February 
2000 
Contempo brand: 
-Power Play with Spermicide, expiration dates: October 1997 to 
February 2000 
-Intensity Assorted Colors with Spermicide. expiration date: 
November 1997 
OCioRER 23, 1997 
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ACCESSIBILITY 
continued from page 1 
No ramps lead to any floors of 
the Quads or Terraces. 
Friends Hall: Friends Hall is 
not equipped with an elevator, 
nor arc there any ramps leading 
to floors above the first level. 
The stairways in Friends are 
steep and feature tight turns. 
Dillingham Center: There arc 
no elevators or ramps that lead to 
the second floor of Dillingham. 
Although the building is lack-
ing an elevator, there is a ramp 
outside that leads to the entrance. 
To get to her class, she leaves 
the back of Williams and rides up 
on the sidewalk in front of Textor. 
She maneuvers onto the road, 
staying close to the curb, follow-
ing the circle in the road since 
there are no sidewalks. Then she 
crosses the street and follows a 
ramp that leads up to her class-
room. 
"You look [for cars], but peo-
ple are pulling out all the time," 
Abeles said. "I almost got hit the 
other day." 
The road less traveled 
Though she continues to 
encounter problems, Abeles 
rem.tins optimistic. 
'The student body has just\ 
been wonderful," she said. "That 
makes all the difference in the 
world." 
Problem Spots 
Ford Hall: Ford has one ramp 
that leads up to two metal doors in 
the back of the building. Both of 
these doors are usually locked, 
making it almost impossible to 
get into the building. 
An entrance is located next to 
the ramp with two sets of double 
doors which must be pulled open. 
Inside the ·doors is a stairway 
which leads into the first and sec-
ond floors of the building. 
Quads and Terraces: Quad 
buildings are equipped with ele-
vators as are the Terraces. But 
these elevators arc service eleva-
tors which are not sufficient to 
accommodate a wheelchair. 
By Cole Louison 
Ithacan Staff 
I borrowed a wheel chair 
from the Hammond Health 
Ceotec. which does not have 
aulomatic doors, and it took 
me 15 minutes to get to the 
ground floor of the Park 
School. The wheel chair kept 
veering off to the right and the 
thin, hard wheels stuck in 
cracks and little canals where 
the sidewalk met the grass. 
Like most of the entrances 
to buildings on campus, Park 
has two sets of self-closing, 
metal, pull doors that lead to 
the inside of the complex. It 
took nearly a minute to get 
through each of the doors. 
Every other time I had 
doors to pass through, some-
one would always help me, 
Until I actually sat in the 
wheelchair, put my feet up and 
tried going anywhere, I 
thought nothing of opening a 
door or walking over a three-
inch curb. Now, if there was 
not a flat, paved sidewalk lead-
ing to wherever I wa~ going, I 
could not go there. If a build-
ing did not have a ramp, and if 
the entrance did not open to an 
area that led to an elevator 
without any steps to over-
come, I had lo find another 
way in. 
For example, to get to a 
class on the second floor of 
Friends, I would have to go 
through the double pull doors 
in the bottom of Muller Hall, 
take the tiny elevator, which 
opens with a pull door, go out 
another pull door onto the bal-
cony, and head across the flat 
stones, finally passing through 
the last pull door, onto the sec-
ond floor of Friends. If I had a 
class on third floor, I would 
have not been able to attend. 
At the end of the day, the 
only way back to where I live 
in the Terraces is by the road 
that goes up to the parking lot. 
Even then, I live on the second 
floor, which is not accessible 
by wheelchair. 
1\,\oose-woo~d Restaurant 
Cafe & Bar 
Invites you to join us for Homecoming 
Celebrations! 
DeWitt Building 
215 N. Cayuga St. · 
Open 7 days a week· 
273-9610 
Ethnic Specialties 
Fresh Fish Th-Sun 
Cappuccino 
Fresh Juices 
SATURDAYS 9am-2pm • SUNDAYS 10an,-2pm 
3rd Street off Route 13 Near B&W Supply Fine International & Original Cuisine 
• 
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GET YOUR SENIOR ·PORTRAIT 
FOR THE 1998 YEARBOOK 
A REPRESENTATNE FROI MCGRATH SJUDIOS IS NIM ON COPUS TO TAKE PORTRAITS FOR THE 1998 CAYI/SAN, ITHACA COLLEGE'S YEARBOOK. 
PORTRAIT SITTING TIIES: 
TODAY THROUGH THURSDAY, OCT. 30 
9 A.M.-ttooN, 1 P.M.-S P.M. 
SPECIAL EVENING HOURS: THURSDAY, OCT. 30, 7-9 P .M. 
FRIDAY,_ OCT. 31, 9 A.M.--4 P.M. 
IN THE CAYUGAN OFFICE, LANDON HALL BASEMENT 
(USE THE OUISIDE BASEMENT ENTRANCE FACING THE CAMPUS CENTER PARKING LOT .l 
CALL 274-TI02 FOR AN APPOINTMENT. 
FEES: $15 FOR 6-8 SHOTS. $20 FOR 8-12 
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Speak Out to address 
issues of sexual violence 
By Michael Bornstein 
Ithacan Staff 
Students Against Violence 
Against Women will pre!->ent a 
Speak Out today on the Free 
Speech Rock from 12 to I p.111 
Mindy L11!> '99, a co-coordi-
nator of SAVAW, said this year\ 
event will he 111 memory of 
Damcllc Be!->chle, who was killed 
hy her hoyfnend on Oct. 5. 
SAVAW will al!->o present the 
Clothesline Project, Lai!-> said. 
T-shirts telling the !->tones of 
people who have heen affected hy 
violence, or know someone who 
ha,, will he placed near the rock. 
People will he able to make 
their own T-shirts after the Speak 
Out 111 Clark Lounge from 8 to I 0 
p.m. 
"There arc different colored T-
shirts pertaining to different 
lorms of violence," La1!> said. 
"The person will he ahle to 
chow,e their own color depicting 
what has happened in their ln:es " 
The T-slurt mak111g will he 
free. 
"Each T-shirt rcprc!>cnls one 
pcr!->on," Lais said. "It gives you 
a good idea of how many people 
111 your college have heen affect-
ed by violence." 
Definitions of certain forms of 
violence will be read, such as rape 
and domestic violence. The defin-
itions will be made more personal 
and put into context by recount-
ing recent incidents of violence 
that have occurred on campus, 
Speaker explores 
medical ethics 
By Bonnie Flock 
Ithacan Contnbutor 
Intriguing students with some 
of the darkest aspects of medical 
ethics, Chris Hackler, the 1997 
Ithaca College Woodrow Wilson 
Fellow in Residence, spoke to a 
full hou_..,c of students and faculty 
Wednesday night 111 Emerson 
Suite B. 
Hackler, the director of the 
d1v1!->ion of medical humamties at 
the University of Arkansas, left 
the audience pondering 1s...,ue!-> 
such as euthanasia, the morality 
of '11edical expcnmenls on 
humans and genetic mampulation 
of the aging process. 
"I thought It was a good 
overview of the IS.',UC!> facing the 
medical profession today," said 
Scott Capozza '98, who took a 
medical ethics cour_..,e during his 
,ophomorc year. '·He raised some 
interesting questions.'' 
Hackler urged students to 
4ues11on actions and ethical ahus-
es 111 the medical profe,!->ion. 
"Our ethical thought tend!-> to 
lag hehind our technological 
advances." he said. 
Hackler also explained that 
there should he three guiding 
moral principles in the medical 
profession: benefit to the commu-
nity, justice and respect for per-
sons. 
In regard to aging, Hackler 
touched on futuristic possibilities 
for human life. He discussed the 
possihility of the rate of aging 
being cut in half. thus doubling 
the human life-span. 
"This would have profound 
effects on human social rela1ion-
sh1ps," Hackler said. 
He also touched on the issue of 
cloning. With the newly discov-
ered cloning of sheep and mon-
keys, Hackler discussed the abili-
ty to clone humans. 
"I don't think anyone is giving 
a knockdown argumcnl for 
human cloning," Hackler said. 
'Tm still looking for a good argu-
ment, hut I don't see why anyone 
would wan! 10 [clone humans]." 
In add11ion, Hackler spoke 
ahoul the decisions involved in 
physician-ass1s1ed _..,uicidc and the 
nghl to choose. 
··Patients have !he right to 
d1rec11ves, and !hey should be 
ffllACA'S BSST 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 
STARTS AT 9:30 AM. 
(f;t>£, #a.de 11 a.lfr. -2 ;./f(.J 
• Gourmet omelette-. 
• Esprcs!->o, organic and: 
bollomle~ coff~es 
• French loa!-.1, home frie!->, 
whole gram pancakes 
and more 
WAN1' ro BSAT TllS CROWD? 
COMB FOR BRUNCH ON SATURDAY! 
308 STEWART AVENUE 2'1'1-4'1'10 
violence like the !->exual assault 
and alleged rape. 
'These kmd of 1h111gs happen 
contmuously and 1he only reason 
everyone i!-> now paymg attention 
lo it i_.., !hat 11 ha!-> been reported," 
Lu!-> !->,lid. "In the pas! these things 
have not hcen rcporlcd, but that 
docs not mean ii is not happen-
ing." 
People get involved after the 
violence has all ready happened, 
hul II needs to be prevented alto-
gether, Lais said. "Vi o I enc c is 
closer to people than they realize. 
Many limes people distance 
lhemselves from violence and 
lhink it will never happen to 
!hem, but it will affect them and 
!hey need to see this before it hap-
pens." 
The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
Chris Hackler speaks to a full 
house at Emerson Suites. 
respected," Hackler said. 
He does believe, however, thal 
doctors should look closely into 
the influence depression has on 
!he desire for suicide in patients. 
In addition to his lecture, 
Hackler has spent the pas! week 
al the College visiting classes, 
giving presentations and leading 
discussions among studenls and 
faculty. 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
Short & Long Tenn 
1c1 
(,07-277-2159 
E-mail· 
Ml.iuppc0laol corn 
Convenient LC. location 
Recycle this 
Ithacan. 
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The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
Maxine SIient '99 [background] and Robin Schelb '01 work at the 
Students Against Violence Against Women table on Wednesday. 
After the speeches on vio-
lence, people will be able to step 
up to the microphone. 
"Anybody can come up to tell 
!heir slories," Lais said. 
"They can tell their views 
about some of the things happen-
ing on our campus or people can 
come up if they are mad and feel 
like venting,'' she said. "With all 
the things happening on campus, 
now is the main time to listen," 
Lais said. "These 1hings arc why 
people need to listen now." 
New committee will 
assist campus clubs 
By Emily Cheramie 
Ithacan Staff 
The Student Government 
Association approved a new 
committee Tuesday that will 
be composed of one represen-
tative from each club on cam-
pus and will be used as a sup-
port group for campus organi-
zations_ 
According to the commit-
tee proposal presented at 
Tuesday's meeting, the 
Student Leaders Advocacy 
Committee's main purpose 
will be to unite clubs, foster 
interaction and plan events 
involving multiple clubs. SGA 
representatives are hoping that 
this new committee will be the 
answer to the lack of commu-
nication between student orga-
nizations. 
"This committee was 
developed so that different 
student organizations can 
communicate with each other 
and co-program together," 
said Aaron Mendelson '99, 
Holly's 
S~IUSI 
60SW.State 
Nat To l<inko's 
9-5:30 Mon-Sat 
FREEPARl<ING 
t.'/'J-606'3 
• Genuine GI is our Forte• 
student activities board chair. 
The committee is still in 
the planning and organization-
al stages and representatives 
arc looking to begin an e-mail 
campaign to communicate 
with all club representatives as 
soon as possible. 
Representative Stephen 
May '99 said, "It is in the best 
interest of the students, and as 
a community it makes sense 
for organizations to have con-
tinued critical dialogue." 
Mendelson stressed that the 
committee was not developed 
as a forum for club members 
to complain to SGA members 
but rather to present ideas for 
improving the student clubs. 
"We wanted to find a forum 
that would allow us to get the 
largest amount of infonnation 
to the most people," 
Mendelson said. "It is impor-
tant for us to realize that we 
are all fighting for the same 
students and the most produc-
tive way to do this would be to 
come together." 
Some answers 
aren't found In books 
Sbldylng can get you good gralel, but lhere's a 
bit more to college thal classes. Fnends. l..ovels. 
Deadlines. Who said ttrs isnY the real world? 
Wbtn you need 101111 help sorting 1t all 0UL 
considerBnefTherapy, a unique loon of soort-lerm 
counseling that olfers lasung results. 
No ffllltlrwhll ls1ua you face-stress, 
depression, relationships, eallng dlSOldenl, self-
esleem, sexuality - Brief TherapY can give you 
the IOOls you need to make p051tive changes in 
your Ide in the shortest time possible. 
CaH today for a frN initial consultation to find out 
how Bnef Therapy can give you lasbng resulls. 
Diane S. Jerdan, MSW, CSW-R 
Tamara Loomis, MSW, CSW 
BRIEF THERAPY ASSOCIATES 
120 East Buffalo Street 
275-3675 www.Brief--Therapy.com 
lllllnl(:8 rem,IIUble - Slking fee - Credit cards 
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• 3 Dose o/1 
Billboard's® Top 50 
Compact Discs 
Everyday LOW Prices! 
KENWOOD CD Changer a1wa 
... - . ~--------
• 104 CD 
• 5 CD Changer • Remote 
Portable 
CD Player 
NSX-A22 ~ 99 99 
Changer -
• Dual Tape EVERYDAY 
s14999 
EVERYDAY XP-520/529 with car adapters • 3 Second Anti-Shock 
CDA--96 
• Holds 96 CDs 
• Expandable to 
144 with 
additional 
pages 
UR-90 8 Pack with 
free storage case 
s3499 CASE LOGIC 
Reg. $39.99 
YOUR 
CHOICE 
s2299 
Reg. S26.99 
CDA--40 
• Holds 40 CDs 
• Expandable to 
112 With 
ad_ditoonal pages 
DM-5 
• Holds CD Player, 
CDs, Headphones, 
keys & money, etc 
maxell TAPE 
s799 
EVERYDAY 
UR-90 8-pack with 
free Case Logic 
storage case 
S999 
EVERYDAY 
® 
CD 
SPORTS 
PACK 
s1422 
Reg S18.99 
XUl-90 5-pack w,th 
free Case Logic 
storage case 
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EXTRA, 
EXTRA! 
READ ALL 
ABOUT IT. 
The Ithacan. Bringing you 
the latest campus news for 
over sixty-five years. 
ThcITHACAN 
"The newspapt'r for the Ithaca College Community" 
THE ITHACAN 9 
YOU'VE BEEN RAZZED FOR 
BEING SO ENERGETIC. 
AROUND HERE, YOU'LL 
GET PROMOTED FOR IT 
I.cl\ get ngh1 IO the poon: You're lookmg for ,I CJrrer thJl put, your 
hr,unpowcr to work One th,11 );I\CS )Oil the freedom w make 1mportJnt 
den~wn'> and tht· ,1u1horny lo mJke them lly And you w.1nt an 
opportumty that m.ikc, the most of ncry talent you po'>'>C~<, One that 
financially rew,ud~ you for your lOntnhutwns - not your tenure Well 
guess what? You've 111st found 11. 1:nterpnse Rent-A-Car h.t<, «entry-level 
maaagtcment opportumucs thJt give you the freedom to make cnuc.il 
d~cisions Jorn u~ and have hands-<rn involvement 111 enry .t'>pcct of 
husme~<, management - from <,ale~ and marketmg to customer ~crv,cc 
and admimstratHlll Thi~ growth opponumty offer~ a compct1t1ve 
~alary and benefits p.1ckagc A college degree 1s preferred. 
Use Your Head. Join Enterprise. 
If you want a career m Bu~mess Management, v,sn wllh a 
rcpresentauve who will he at the followmg campus event! 
C;uccr Day Prcxo1a11on 
Monday, October 27th 
Ph1lhps Hall, Emerson Suites 
1:00pm - 6:00pm 
For more informat10n, 
call Megan Chermer-Dombroskt at (716) 235-1655 
Or ma1V£ax a resume to: Enterprise Rent-A-Car, 
1320 Brooks Avenue, Rochester, NY 14624 Fax: (716) 235--0987. 
Or call toll-free: 1-888-WWW-ERAC 
Visit our Web site at: www.erac.com 
£1Entere;~~ 
We are an equal opportunity employer. '--'"=-e..Yo..-~ 
~.iJffac. (l;o1dsmobile ® TOYOTA 
.·.::-BRAO B.UE:LL .-·- . ~ 
Sales ·.i:lna:.~ ·:.ce0sing . ·eonsultant 
9(3 (;/as~ of '89 
Bill Cooke 
Above Triphammer Plaza 
35 Cinema Dr. 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Cadillac-Oldsmobile-Toyot 
Bus: (607) 257-1515 
Fax:(607) 257-4542 
bcooke@clairityconnect.com 
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Enhance your career options. 
Strengthen your technological, team building, and 
eadership skills in a personal learning environment 
It's your future ... Help us help you. 
Join us and get your MBA or MS in 1 Year! 
Recycle 
this 
Ithacan 
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Tuesday, Oct. 7 - Sunday, 3rd degree and one for • Suspicious Circumstance • Fire Alarm a large amount of blood was 
Oct. 19 disorderly conduct. Location: New Science Building Location: Terrace 12 found in a residence hall bath-
Summary: Staff member report- Summary: Alarm of fire was room. A report was taken. 
Tuesday, Oct. 7, 1997 • Menacing, No .Degree ed finding sexually explicit caused by a damaged pull box 
Location: D Lot-Near Northwest pictures in the staff copying near room 100. A report was Friday, Oct. 17, 1997 
• Larceny, No Degree Corner of Clarke Hall machine. A report was taken. taken. 
Location: D Lot Summary: A student was hit with • Fire Alarms, Malfunction 
Summary: Student found in pos- a paint ball. The student was not • Unlawful Possession of • Suspicious Circumstance Location: Lyon Hall 
session of a table stolen from injured. It 1s not known where the Marijuana Location: Campus Safety Summary: A smoke detector was 
the Campus Center. The table shot originated. Location: Bogart Hall Summary: Staff member report- activated outside room 218. The 
was returned. One student to be Summary: One student referred ed someone with a knife in the area was checked and nothing 
referred 1ud1c1ally. Sunday, Oct. 12, 1997 judicially for possession of campus safety parking lot. The found. 
marijuana and drug parapherna- knife was taken from the non-stu-
Thursday, Oct. 9, 1997 Information Only l1a. dent. A report was taken. • Lost Property 
Location: Hill Center Location: Garage 
• Unlawful Possession of Summary: A student was warned • Aggravated Harassment 2nd • Conduct Code Violations Summary: A staff member 
Mari1uana, No Degree for climbing an exterior wall of an degree Location: K Lot reported college keys lost. A 
Location: Route 96B and academic building. A report was Location: Emerson Hall Summary: A staff member report was taken. 
Coddington Rd. taken Summary: Student received a reported a staff permit in a stu-
Summary: A vehicle was sloped harassing e-mail message from dent's vehicle. The student was Saturday, Oct. 18, 1997 
on 96B for failure to stop at a Monday, Oct. 13, 1997 another student. referred judicially. A report was 
stop sign. A further investigation taken. • Conduct Code Violation, Acts 
discovered mari1uana 1n the veh1- Animal Complaint • Medical Assistance, Injury of Dishonesty 
cle. Two students were referred Location: East Tower Related • Motor Vehicle Accident, Location: S Lot 
Judicially for possession of mari- Summary: A report of several Location: Hill Center Property Damage Only Summary: A student was found 
Juana. marine animals (crabs) found in a Summary: A student twisted an Location: S Lot in possession of an altered 
bathroom. Resident assistant ankle during a basketball game. Summary: Two car motor vehicle license during a vehicle stop. The 
Friday, Oct. 10, 1997 requested assistance. Five blue The student refused treatment. accident. The property damage student was referred judicially for 
crabs were captured and taken to occurred in the S Lot. dishonesty. 
• Criminal Trespass the biology department. The • Suspicious Person 
Location: Upper R Lot crabs were given temporary Location: Three female occu- Thursday, Oct. 16, 1997 Sunday, Oct. 19, 1997 
Summary: A person was found quarters in a sink of water. pants of room awoke to find a 
taking cans from recycling bins. A male in their room. The male was • Noise Complaints • Motor Vehicle Accident, 
criminal trespass waiver was described as follows: white male, Location: Garden Apartment 26 Property Damage Only 
issued and the person was Tuesday, Oct. 14, 1997 skinny, with short dark hair, black Summary: A student reported a Location: A Lot 
escorted off campus. shirt and black shorts around 5' very loud stereo playing in a Summary: A vehicle rolled out of 
• Location: East King Road 1 O." Area checked with negative neighboring room. An officer and its parking spot into another vehi-
Saturday, Oct. 11, 1997 Summary: Assisted New York results. residential life staff member cle. 
State police with a moving vehi- entered the room and shut off the 
• AssaulUNo Weapon, 3rd cle accident involving an Ithaca Wednesday, Oct. 15, 1997 stereo. 
Degree College student. No injuries • Aggravated Harassment, 2nd 
Location: Subway Restaurant reported. A report was taken. • Motorist Assista,nce • Criminal Mischief, 4th degree degree 
Summary: A report of a fight in Location: Route 96B-Rt. Location: Textor Hall-Roof Location: East Tower 
progress outside Subway. One • Suspicious Circumstance 96B/South Hill Summary: An officer reported Summary: A student reported 
student was taken to the Health Location: Rowland Hall Summary: Assisted a motorist finding a broken tile on the roof receiving harassing phone calls 
Center for head injuries. Bangs Summary: Staff member report- looking for an injured deer walkway of the building. from an ex-girlfriend. 
was requasted. The student was ed keys that were reported miss- that was just hit. Deer tag 
transported to Cayuga Medical mg were placed under an resi- A22872 issued. • Suspicious Circumstance 
Center by Bangs. Two students dent assistant's door. A report Location: Holmes Hall-2nd Floor 
were arrested; one for assault was taken. Summary: A student stated that 
1 998 ... 
A FREE NATIONAL 
SATELLITE TELECONFERENCE 
OCTOBER 28, 1997 
The campus commmunity is invited to 
spend some time with 
the modern masters of investing 
Join bestselling author Jane Bryant Quinn, 
Sound Money's, Chris Farrell, Nobel laureate 
James Tobin, and other top financial experts for a 
lively informative look at personal investing. 
They'll share practical insights and answer your 
call-in questions at this special live broadcast. 
Emerson Suites (Suite B) 
3 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Telecorif erence will also be broadcast live on 
ICIV Channel 54 
1 999 ... 
2000 ... 
2001 • • • 
THEY'RE COMINGJ 
1!1e class of 2002 are hcking their envelopes, 
and filling out apphcations. Why not help'em out a little? 
Stop by the Office of Admission ( I 00 Job Hall) 
on Monday, Oct. 27@ 6 p.m. 
and find out how; or call us at 
274-3124. 
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Students fight for improved federal loan rates 
National associations lobby for 
legislation that cuts interest rates 
Ct~llege _l_'!~-~s S~_r_yLc_e 
Student leaders arc rallying 
,upport in Congress to protect a 
change in federal loan rules that 
may cut interest rates for !-.IU-
dcnts. 
At the same time, hanks and 
others in the guaranteed, or 
Family Federal Education Loan 
(FFEL) system, are battling the 
move, arguing the change would 
cost them billions and could force 
them out of the loan program. 
The United States Student 
Association (USSA) is asking the 
House and Senate not to tinker 
with the rule change, scheduled to 
go into effect next July, that 
would alter the way student loan 
interest rates are calculated. 
However, private lenders and 
administrators of bank-financed 
loan programs want Congress to 
repeal the change. 
Banks and others lenders 
could lose about $9 billion under 
the changeover, said Erica 
Adelsheimer, USSA's legislative 
director, 
"But in our view, banks have 
made a lot of money off student 
loans," she said. "This change is 
something we're trying very hard 
to protect." 
Representatives of the guaran-
teed loan system say, however, 
the new rule!-> could drive private 
lenders out of the program 
"Under the change. you can 
expect to ~cc a ~hrink mg market 
for student loans." ~aid Mark 
Cannon, executive <.hrector of the 
Coalition for Student Loan 
Reform, which rcprc!->ent:, those 
who admm1stcr the guaranteed 
loan system. 
At issue is what economic 
measure lenders !-.hould use to 
calculate student loan inlcre!-.t 
rates. 
Currently, when a student 
leaves school and is repaying a 
student loan, the interest rate is 
set at 3.1 percentage points above 
the bond-equivalent yield of the 
91-day Treasury bilL 
For example, if the 91-day T-
hill is priced at an equivalent 
yield of 5.1 percent, a bank adds 
3.1 percentage points, and the stu-
dent pays an interest rate of 8.2 
percent This rate is reset annual-
ly for students. 
The change that will take 
effect for the 1998-99 school 
year, if Congress doesn't step in, 
would produce student loan inter-
est rates of 1.0 percentage points 
above the I 0-year Trea<;ury note, 
throughout the life of the loan. 
Therefore, if the I 0-year 
equivalent yield is 6.3 percent, 
students would pay an interest 
,. 
ffQ"GRY7 
tomt THIS ~AV! 
,for ar, 
A-LL-YOtl-CA-D-~A-T 
rate of 7.3 pnn:nt unlll the loan 1, 
repaid. 
·11ic ,hilt m how the 1nte1cst 
rate ,~ ~ct would not impact the 
Direct I .oan program, \lllce these 
loan~ come directly from the lcd-
eral governml'nt. and 11 would 
cont111ue Ill make loan, lor ~tu-
dent~ without regard to costs Ill 
return~. 
However, FFEL loan, an: 
funded through private lender~. 
who ha\c the option to ~top mak-
ing the loam, 1f they cca~e to pro-
vide competitive rate\ of return. 
For hanks and other lending 
in!-.lltut10ns, the formula switch 
results in a couple of ~everc 
headaches. 
First, under current economic 
conditions, the new formula 
would result in a lower rate of 
return for most lending institu-
tions. 
Second, representatives of 
banks have complained the for-
mula change may expose those 
instituuons to incrca~ed intcrc~t-
rate risk or 1m:reased hedging 
costs to offset the risk. 
"The market realities arc 
banks will have to re-allocate 
their assets to more of other type!> 
of loans that have a better margin 
of return than something is virtu-
ally break even for them," says 
Cannon. 
Cannon characterilcd the reg-
ulatory change as part of a "dia-
bolical" plan in 1993 to under-
mine guaranteed loans and create 
lllllll' hu,1m·ss lor thl· g11\'L'rn-
111L'nt-had.cd dll"ect-lcndmg pro-
gram 
"Some \\di ,a~ the 11)93 
Lh,111gl' wa, a d1ahol1cal -.cherne 
and .1 t1ck1111! tlllll.: h1,mh under the 
guar,,nteeJ student loan p1 ogralll 
ll> f.1\or direct lcmhng ... he said 
"It presents ;1 ma1lll problem .. 
Though the change v..mild rwt 
occur until July, supporter, 11I 
han1'-fmaneed l0,111, want 
C1ltlgre" to repeal the rule he lore 
Congre~, ad_1ourn~ for 1997. 
Most ~tudents apply for aid Ill 
the ~pnng. and lender~ heg111 
making loan decision~ at that t1111e 
a~ well. according to Cannon. 
"Intense negotiation, ,1rc under-
way," said Cannon. He also said 
that the lending mstitutHlllS may 
he willing lo offer student~ other 
saving!> under the guaranteed loan 
program to compen!-.atc for ,crap-
ping the rule~ change. 
One such possihd1ty " a 
decrease 111 the ong111atmn fee, 
studenb pay when they apply for 
loan\. 
"This would he a real, tang1hle 
benefit they could bank on. rather 
than rely on an interest-rate sy~-
tcm that ,~ historically volatile," 
he said. "We need to look at 
reducing cost~ for students 111 
some other way." 
Concern ahout the poss1hle 
mterest-rate rule change also •~ 
takmg place at a time when hanl,..-
financcd student loans arc enJoy-
ing support in Washington, in part 
hecau,e lll l;11l111r, 111 the /!1>\e111-
ment-hal·ked d11l'l't lcndm,t: s\, 
tc111 
The gmern111i:nt had to ,\Jul 
dov..n its d1reLt-lendrng urn,0l1 
dat1011 lo,111 prngra111 1l11, slllllllll'I 
\\ hen ,, contraL·to1 Ll;uld l\llt 1k,il 
\\ 1th ,I hal·l,..log ol llHllL' th.in 
KO,()()() appliL.Jtll>lls 
\Vlnlc the ,t:1>\L·rn111l·nt 111n 1,, 
\\ork llUt 1h prohli:111,. hlltli 
Republican, ,111d Demouah 111 
Congrc,, arl' lookmg to thl' hanh-
1 manced ,y~tem lo 1111 the vrnd 
One ,~su..: under d1,cus'lon 1, 
g1vlllg private lender, mllre 
authority to ,~sue con,olidat1on 
loan,, a move supported hy stu-
dent leader~. 
Currently under the direct loan 
program, the government ~end, 
loan capital directly to college, 
and un1vcr~111e,. 
Studcnb u~e c1ltl\0l1dat1on~ to 
merge vanou, loan,. often wllh 
the advantage ol a lower monthly 
repayment. 
"We need pol1c1t.:, that locus 
on qudents a~ important cus-
tomer!-. ... Adebheimcr ~aid She 
acknowledged there 1, "lru~tra-
llon" among ~tudenh and educa-
tion group~ ahout the direct lend-
mg program. 
But USSA al~o heheve, ~tu-
dents dc~crvc the lower loan co,t~ 
promised hack m 199:t 
"We're worried about 11." 
Adcbhcimer said. "We know the 
hank rndu~try 1~ pushmg tor 
changes." 
~G~ ~~o 
at the Tower Club 
frfdaq, October 31 
Butcher's Turkey Roast • ~pineless Chop ~teak • Horrifying Rice • Zucchini Zombie 
Graveyard Ra~oli • Honster Hash Potatoes • Witches Brew • ~inful ~~ad Bar • 
Dead~ Desserts • Bloody Harys (non~coholic) • Vampire froth and Hore! 
Dress to l(if f ! 
With Your Meal Card 
You HUTT call for reservations at 274-B93 
With Kim Fox and Verbow 
Sunday, November 2, 1997, 7 p.m. @ Bailey Hall 
Tickets on sale at the WSH Ticket Office, 
Ithaca Guitar Works. and Ticketmastcr 
October 2 I for Cl 1 Students - SI 0/S 12 
October 23 for General Public - S 14/S 16 
Presented b)' the Cornell Concert Commission 
A Ullll ot Dl" hrnd,·d Ill p.11! \II 'i -\ 
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Ithaca College needs to develop 
a more welcoming community 
Although minority enrollment is increasing steadily, Ithaca 
College's self-study report, to be presented to the Middle 
States Association in November, has made several recommen-
dations regarding the lack of diversity at the school. 
Some of the suggestions include: attracting and retaining a 
more diverse student body, incorporating more women and 
people of color in the counseling center and board of trustees 
and formalizing a plan to develop a more culturally-aware com-
munity. 
These are issues that we have been aware of for a long 
time. What we need now are concrete suggestions on how to 
reach these goals. 
For years the College has hidden behind the excuse that 
we lack diversity because we are not located in an urban area. 
But, location is not the problem, nor is it something over which 
we have much control. 
Instead, the College should develop a community that is 
receptive to a diverse campus. We need to show we will not 
allow racist and anti-semitic graffiti. We need to encourage 
more open attitudes. Once we have a campus community that 
is open-minded and will fight against hate crimes, we will have 
a college that will draw a diverse group of people. 
Another suggestion in the self-study was to fill future 
vacancirs at the counseling center with women and people of 
color. Currently, one out of the four counselors at the center is 
female and no one is non-white. How many minority students 
will feel comfortable going to a person who may not understand 
them or the issues they face? How many women wiU feel com-
fortable speaking to a male counselor if they've been raped? 
Although the counselors have gone through years of training to 
deal with these issues, those seeking treatment may find it 
hard to seek help from someone who hasn't faced similar 
issues. 
How can we expect an all-white, predominantly male board 
of trustees to understand the values, viewpoints and experi-
ences of females and minorities? 
This 1s an ideal year for the self-study to be developed. 
Having a concrete analysis about policies and structures we 
need to keep or change rs a great resource for us at this time, 
especially with a change in presidents. The report should be an 
excellent source for President Williams in terms of learning 
both the weaknesses and strengths of the College. But, we 
need to make a strong effort to see that we make progress with 
these goals. Finally, we can't let the responsibility lie solely on 
the administration-students, staff and faculty must all work to 
adopt new attitudes regarding diversity on the Ithaca College 
campus. 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1997 THEITHACAN 
ICES Green Team cleans up 
Near the end zone, at the end 
of our home football games, you 
might notice a team different 
from the one you expected to 
see. Ithaca College's 
Environmental Society's (ICES) 
"Green Team" has taken on the 
task of collecting garbage and 
recyclables from under the 
bleachers and elsewhere on the 
grounds. Part of the reason for 
this is to insure that recyclables 
get recycled, and that the grounds 
stay clean. 
A much larger part of our 
motivation comes from respect: 
respect we have for custodians 
that otherwise ~ave to work on 
weekends to clean up after 
thoughtless sports fans, respect 
we have for our campus and 
keeping it clean. 
We as students do 'pay custodial salaries, ' but 
that does not exempt anyone from having respect 
for {custodians], for the campus and for 
themselves. 
We ask that the Ithaca College 
community realize that our clean-
up efforts in no way justify the 
substantial litter that accumulates 
after a game; we are frankly dis-
gusted with the spoiled individu-
als who contribute to it. As I've 
heard so many times, we as stu-
dents do "pay custodial salaries," 
but that does not exempt anyone 
from having respect for [custodi-
ans], for the campus and for 
themselves. 
So, we ask people to be more 
conscious of what they throw 
under the bleachers, or anywhere 
for that matter. And we invite 
anyone who shares our concerns 
to join us at the far end-zone fol-
lowing every game. 
James Sharp 
President of ICES 
Biology '98 
Cayugan ad not 01eant to off end 
In the October 9 i!->suc of 
the lrhaca11, a Cayugan ad 
appeared with the headline 
"Get Shot." 'Ihis ad has run in 
the paper each fall for three 
years. Because advert1!->mg and 
editorial departments arc scpa-
rate, and because the ad came in 
late, we did not notice how insen-
sitive it was in relation to articles 
we printed about Danielle 
Beschle's death. In no way did 
we mean to make light of 
Danielle's death or of violence, in 
general. The wording of the 
Cayugan ad has been changed. 
We apologize for the insensi-
tive nature of the original. 
Christina V. Tormey 
Editor in Chief 
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Languages recovering nicely 
I would like to clarify some 
recent quotes that were printed in 
the Oct. 2 issue of The Ithacan. In 
the "Foreign Language ... " article, 
I wa<; selectively quoted and mis-
represented in my overall opinion 
of the foreign language depart-
ment at Ithaca College. 
Unfortunately, the article docs 
not mention the positive recover-
ing the language department has 
been going through. While the 
Gcnnan department is currently 
not as large as others, I feel as 
though this is a strength for many 
students, rather than a weakness. 
For example, my professor has 
been exceptionally helpful and I 
have received a lot of individual 
attention that would not have 
been available m a larger depart-
ment. 
As a German minor and mem-
ber of the German Honor Sm:1ety, 
I would like to encourage other 
!,tudent!> to get involved in the 
German language and culture. 
Ka~n Brown 
BMO MusidGerman '99 
Male stereotypes are harmful 
In the article, "October marks 
domestic violence awareness 
month" m the Oct. 9 issue of The 
Ithacan, Professor Elaine Leeder 
is quoted as saying, "This is 
about men doing things lo 
womcn ... cvcry man 1s capable of 
that type of behavior." I must 
take exception to these scatc-
ments on several accounts. 
Unquestionably, violence 
against women is all too com-
mon; there are victims and perpe-
trators in all social classes, all 
races, creeds, ages and lifestyles. 
Unquestionably, men are the per-
petrators in nearly all of these 
cases. Unquestionably, both 
women and men must work to 
end the long-standing and 
v1c1ous pattern of violence 
against women. 
Nevertheless, to assert that 
this violence is a universal ten-
dency among men is, in my view, 
misguided, dangerous and 
defeatist. As widespread as rape 
and domestic violence arc, they 
do not occur in every family to 
every women or at the hands of 
every man. Every man is capable 
of !>uch violence only in the sense 
that every person is, say, capable 
of murder. It is important to 
understand that many, if not 
most, men have no inclinatwn to 
such violence. 
Casting violence against 
women as a general trait among 
men runs the real risk of nonnal-
izing or even excusing such 
behavior. If every man could he 
expected to act violently, what 
motivation would there be for 
women in abusive relationships 
to seek safe and loving ones? And 
what motivation would there he 
for an abuser to change what he 
could justify as an essential ingre-
dient of his malcnc~s'? 
Finally, 1f we a!>~urnc that vio-
lence 1s an inherent trait m the 
male psyche, we arc essentially 
conceding defeat at the outset. 
What use would education and 
social action he ii we're lighting a 
universal and unchangeable prop-
erty of half the population'? The 
presence of men who consistently 
act with decency and respect for 
women gives us hope that social 
change 1s possible. 
We all need to combat the 
stereotypes and damaging pat-
terns of socialization that can 
steer both women and men into 
adversarial ar.d even deadly con-
flict. 
Gary Gruberth 
Research Analyst 
Learning self-defense is key to safety 
I would like to respond to sev-
eral letters that I've recently read 
in the Opinion pages of The 
Ithacan. 
As an active member/leader in 
the IC martial arts community, I 
know that the opportunities to 
learn self-defense arc endless. It 
unnerves me to read Lori 
Gabriel's questions about how to 
protect ourselves. Last year, the 
IC Martial Arts Club had a self-
defense seminar co-sponsored by 
SAVAW, and only a few mem-
bers of SAVAW showed up. How 
can a student leadt>r of such a 
potentially strong organization 
he ignorant of the opportunitlC!, 
to help herself and her col-
leagues? Ithaca College has three 
martial arts clubs, Dan Zan Ryu 
Jujitsu, Seido Karate and the 
Martial Art-; Club, that arc avail-
able to students. We all have 
events to help the student body 
learn how to protect themselves, 
or at least learn the steps neces-
sary to begin the process of sclf-
defense. 
Aside from clubs on campus, 
there arc classes offered by the 
college that one can take for self-
defense. Dan Zan Ryu Jujitsu is 
also offered as a GIPPE (General 
Instructional Program in 
Physical Education), giving one 
college credit for learning how lo 
better one's self-protection. 
There is also a Personal Defense 
GIPPE. How can you miss all 
that? 
I am also an active member of 
SASP, the Student Auxiliary 
Safety Patrol. Let me assure you, 
Ms. Gabriel and others con-
cerned, that we work hard to 
keep our donns safe. We patrol 
the residence halls on campus to 
make sure that all is well, not to 
mention the fact that we escort 
those who call us. In my two and 
one-half years on SASP, I have 
received maybe eight or 12 
escort calls until this semester, 
We arc here for you and your 
safety-take advantage of this!!!! 
If SASP is not on, the patrol offi-
cers and security officers are 
available. If you don't think 
SASP is safe enough for your lik-
ing, write to the directors of 
Campus Safety and let them 
know. 
There are also steps one can 
take to protect one's own resi-
dence hall. Stop propping doors, 
stop letting complete strangers 
into your donn ! 
I remember an incident where 
a non-student entered donns and 
stole peoples' possessions. He got 
in because students prop doors. It 
gets tiring when my partner and I 
walk through a donn several 
times in one night, only to un-
prop the door with every walk-
through. Take the initiative-stop 
taking these risks on your own 
and don't accept it from your 
neighbors! 
In response to letters asking 
how we can better protect our-
selves, I definitely don't have 
solid answers, but I sure have 
ideas. There are, in my opinion, 
three main ways to begin to pro-
tect one's self. 
I. Education, education, edu-
cation. It is important for every-
one on this campus-male, 
female, student, faculty-to be 
educated about violence. I don't 
know how many people on this 
campus have experienced vio-
lence or trauma, but everyone 
needs to have an understanding as 
to how it feels to be a victim. 
2. Self-confidence. Protection 
from violence and abuse starts 
with the individual. One needs 
enough self-confidence to send 
off a non-verbal message that 
shows or tells potential attackers 
that you are strong, that you can 
and will protect yourself. 
3. Build on that self-confi-
dence with physical skills. This 
campus offers so many different 
kinds of self-defense, it's almost 
overwhelming. Sometimes devel-
oping the physical skills helps 
building self-confidence. They go 
hand-in-hand. 
Campus Safety can not hold 
everyone's hand and protection 
every individual 24n. We're only 
human. And there's only so much 
that a self-defense class or martial 
arts can do for you. You have to 
take control and increase your 
odds of surviving an attack. The 
solutions to Ms. Gabriel's ques-
tions seem quite obvious. They 
have been here the entire time, but 
not as many people take advan-
tage of these solutions as they 
should. 
I say this to students: explore 
your options here in Ithaca. There 
are so many opportunities on 
campus to learn to protect your-
selves. Ask the resident assistants 
on campus lo have violence 
awareness, self protection or rape 
awareness programs. 
Remember that Ithaca College 
is a pretty safe campus. Our offi-
cers arc Tompkins County Deputy 
Sheriffs, and their skills and train-
ing go beyond what one would 
expect. However, no one place is 
ever entirely safe-we don't live 
in a vacuum. Don't ignore your 
instincts-if you're by yourself 
and don't feel safe or comfort-
able, get out of the situation. Walk 
away, go into a building; anything 
to put yourself at ease. 
The steps you take to improve 
your own odds, should a situation 
occur, will not only help protect 
you from hann, hut will give you 
confidence that spills over into 
your everyday lives and will help 
you succeed in school and 
beyond. 
Peggy Bevz 
English '99 
Secretary, Ithaca College 
Martial Arts 
Student Auxiliary Safety Patrol 
"Going cross-country In a 
1948, totally hippied-out 
greyhound bus packed 
with stoners, women and 
Kool Aid." 
THI- IlllACAN 13 
Tim Coughlin 
Anthropology '99 
·~· ". i . ' . -~- ~~ . 
"Surfing twenty-five foot, 
monster-chomping, ball-
busting, sutiva-iudicus 
waves in Waikiki, Hawa11." 
( )-c·) • 
• >/:.·]; 
" .'I 
. •. Paedor Stirling 
Cinematography '01 
"I would rather be babysitting 
for Madonna." 
Desiree Haney 
Exploratory '01 
"On the beach in Kaui with 
one girl on each side of 
me. One's got the lotion 
and the other is feeding 
me grapes. And of course 
the Miami Vice boat is right 
next to us." 
Ken A. Cuneo 
Cinematography '98 
Photos by Teddy Mankin 
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l'Jil raduate studies are the best 
~ prescription for career advancement. 
The Bouve College of Pharmacy and Health Science, at Northeastern University offers graduate studies for those 
who want to excel in a health-related profession, 
You'll be taught by faculty who have distinguillhed themselves in both teaching and research. Your studies will be 
enriched through Bouve's affiliations with some oi Boston's finest medical research facilities. Study may lead to a 
master's degree, certificate of advanced graduate lludy (CAGS), or doctoral degree. Most program11 are offered on a 
part-time as well as a full-time basis. For your ~ courses meet in the later afternoon and early evening. 
For more information, call Mary Beth at (617) 373-2708 or fax (611) 373-4701 or write Graduate Sdlool, Bouve College 
of Pharmacy and Health Sciences, 203 Mugar Llfe Sciences Building, Northea.~tem University, Bo&tml, MA 02115. 
ATTEND OUR OPEN HOUSE 
Saturday, November 1st, 9:00. 12:00 pm. 3-nl Floor, Curry Student Center 
Graduate Programs and Degrees 
Coun,eling Psychology, Reh.abilil.alion 
and Sp«i.al Education: 
Masttr of Sciniu 
• Applltd lleh.tv•n An.ly,,s 
• Applltd EduaboNl Psychology 
School Cou.,..,hng 
School Psychology 
• R.mabihlobon Counsehng 
• College Student Development <Ir Coun111,hng 
Masttr of Scintce in Co11n~li11g 
Psychology 
Masttr ~ Sciat2 i,, l:.bcMjq,r 
-~SpedalNffdo 
, Sp«i•I Needs 
Ctrtifiutt Iii wly lntavatio11 
Cm1fiC11U of~ Gradut, Stlldy 
• C oun&ding l'syc:llology 
• School 1'1ychology 
Doctor of Plrilowphy 
• C ou=bng Psychology 
• School Psychology 
Communication Disorders: 
Masltr of Scic,rct 
• Audioioizy 
• Spttch-ungw,ge Pathology 
Ctrtific11tt 111 E11rly l11trrvt11tion 
Health Profeuions: 
Masttr of Scic,rct 
• Omw:•l Exem,. l'hy>l<)logy 
• Pcrfusion Trchnology 
Matlrof lllllltJc Proftss1ons 
•CenrralOplloa 
• tle•lth Policy 
• l'hyslCIOll ~I (pttVIOUI 
odrru..,on PA (ertif,ca~ 
progrim required) 
• R1.-gulatorv Toxicology 
~®ll~ 
Student Fares 
FRIDAYS! 
chedules Dally departing 
from the Ithaca. Bus 
Terminal To Rew York City 
3 Schedules Dally 
With Convenient stops in 
Westchester & Long Island 
a.long the 1.1.E. a.t exits 
49 Melville, 53 Brentwood 
Ithaca Bus Termjnal 
710 West State M. 
(807) 277-8800 
Biomedical Seim«: 
Masttr of Scit11ct 
• Gmtral Boomtdal So,rn with 
sp,ci.,laz.otlons an Phi=he>, 
Tirurology and Gmtril 
• Modic.al Laborafxlry So,rn 
• ModlCINI Cl,emastry 
•Pha..-oiogy 
Doctor of Pltilo,oplry 
. • lhom,cbcaJ 5oftn wnh ""'°'wbOnl an 
Medical Laborallxy Somce 
M,dicinaJCl,mu,try 
~ .... 
PhanNcology 
Tirurology 
lnlfflllSCl!'hN,Y 
Tkll~~/4ts, 
e+ {U(d 1~111 
Su,iu,u: 
t;oUu- ?'rid e"'IIUl,IU 
15.95 
Oll/d ~••lliJ. ~e .. ,-,t.tk 
E.tuu: 
e~ t;'litld 1t.i. 
Se,up. Sud II 3, 95 
Oll/d~'P~ 
'PUU4: 
tj'filld ~ 'Puto. 
110,95 
'Pcµ~ 'P,uu. ,,,Id, '&uit. ""'" 1tMi4-~-~~"'--
'8'lid DtJU -;:,'"44-
~IK,25 
?lt.s1••dl.' ~ 7-.u. 
:rl'-'&4it 
7de l>e. 13 1/, 
puu,t,~t4 
7~em. 
f/0, 2 nutu t4 
~~-
257-4144 
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STA Travel offers 
student discounts 
on demastic 
travel, too. 
800-777-0112 
www.sta-travel.com 
sq r,.i,, 1 r:-:-~• 
th1111,1,I '" ' ' ....=,:,,1 
,tudr11t 1,,,,, STA TRAVEL 
org,rn11Jlfll11. We've been there. 
DLUCK 
Hlaca Collete 
Celebrate with us 
after the game 
when you win 
( or we'll cheer 
you up if 
you lose). ~1 ~, 
BEll&tiuar'S. 
VERMONT'S FINEST. ICE CREAM (if' FROZEN YOGURT TM 
104 North Cayuga Street 
Across from The Commons 
272-1845 
Open Friday & Saturda til Midni t! 
FLASH! First Year Students & Transfers 
Advance Registration for Spring 1998 
Interested in photography? 
Join the Ithacan Photo staff. 
No experience necessary. 
Call 274-3207. 
Th,ITHACAN 
"The newspaper for the Ithaca College Co1111111111i1y" 
Help Session 
What you need to do to make the process 
work for you 
Where: Towers Dining Hall 
When: 8:30 p.m. 
Oct 30 & Nov 3 
ACCENT 
THE ITHACAN · TIIURSDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1997 PACil: 15 
Plannin 
the future 
.• . QJ,\-~, 
_2' · · -,. '91, a planned atucllee writing and psychology major, switched to 
,_-~inaJor after • .,_.-.. an exploratory student. . Jlt',,i.- i .. -~ - ' .... ~ ,. 
.-:~~~(:.,:~-~~- -';·~ :~~~.;. :"-., . ) ~--· 
They pick their own classes and:: · · · · ·_. :_:;: . · 
majors. Sounds like a dream? Wen;;, ·.:: .'~~ 
than 30 students enrolled in the plan · ._::/ . .::,bfb 
As part of the School of Human·' · , ... _1Icf: 
planned studies program allows stu ' 
their education through incorporating" 
a new major. ;g, ... : 
. :..-
"It's an opportunity for studen 
degree program," said Assistant . 
d . «. head-of the planned stu 1es program. :· . ~ . : _.;_a -:·:. _ . . . 
I f k " . ' . . • . . ' .... _;.,;_ • ...a.,;... . . __ ... l . . :I ff n:..--ft ot o wor . · ·::-:::;: .·~'.;' ····· · · ·<-····--~~o/coostruct~maJ~-¥01111\_1 ~~&J•· ..-.uw.a. 
The ~tuden_ts go through an extensi~.~2.>~' ~}:~ i~ ~~ _wi~~°:&Y· ~ a Y~--ar · a-
find their maJor. Students may only ~:as ,~~~lam .. · _,.. .., .. , . 
sophomores, and then they begin re!.e-.;lf~~.~; ::'\.~-~;the ·.atUdents ~~ ~~-their ~s. 
als. ~-. ·: '. • " - . . . . ·,tliey1ia~ to genhem apprpvtd byfi'be various departments 
Nevin Flanagan '98 went through thkdjtficult process involved in their new majors. 
when he declared his major in digital media·production. ;: Piazza's courses includcd:classes in philosophy, theater, 
"I had a pretty good idea of using computers in the con- writing, cinema and television and radio. 
text of film and video," he said. "Basically, l set out to fig- "It.takes a lot of patience, and it takes a while for it to go 
ure what kind of education I would need that I hadn't got· .through,u Piazza said. If the plan is not solid, the depart-
ten already, and how much of it could-fget in my one year - ments Will send it back, she added. 
remaining." He said he researched special effects and media Kathryn Marks '98, who now majors in exploration and 
editing to prepare for his proposal. expression of the individual, originally planned a different 
Ronald Pelusio '98, an environmental studies major, planned studies major that was passed and then fell 
hegan his research his second semester of his second year. through. 
"I was in contact with some of the professors that were "[The major] was approved," Marks said. "[Then] with 
teaching classes in the environmental studies," he said. all the downsizing that happened, I found myself with 
Kathryn Marks '98, a planned studies exploration and expression of the indivldual major, had to create 
another major when her first one fell through due to downsizing. 
seve~ or eight courses that they no longer offered." 
· HQ_wc:ver, Marks wasn't the only planned studies maJor 
who:lu!d trouble with scheduling cla,;ses. Flanagan ~aid he 
also hacf problems getting the classes he wanted. 
'.'I-~ to cut back on classes I wanted to take, especial-
ly in communications," he said. He said the department had 
trou~ fitting its own majors into the classes. 
Pelusio, an environmental studies major, originally 
began school as a physics engineering major. He said if he 
had stayed in that major, his course!> would have been 
mapped- .out (or: him, but he would not have been ahlc to 
t@vcl ~ sou~rn Africa. 
· "Because I did planned studies, I had the opportunity IO 
study abroad which gave me an insight on different 
options," Pelusio said. 
· Smith said students interested in planned ~tud1c~ ~hould 
realize that it requires a lot of motivation. 
"You definitely have to he a sclf-~tartcr," ~aid Smith of 
the typical planned studies student. 
Each student is unique in another way as well A~ Marb 
mentioned, she does not even know most of the other peo-
ple who are in planned ~tud1e~. which differ~ from other 
majors. 
To aid this situation. Smith ~aid he 1~ holding an infor-
mational meeting for current planned stud1e~ ~tudenb ,ind 
any studcnL,; interested in the program on Wednc~,b~. (kt. 
29, at 8 p.m., in Park 279. 
By Gretta Nemcek 
Assistant Accent Editor 
Photos bv 
EmilyDeWan 
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Accent 
On ... 
Club wants students to swing 
Marjorie Allen 
Physical Plant 
Custodian 
• Years I have worked at 
Ithaca College: Five 
• Born: Cortland, N. Y. 
• Accomplishment I am 
most proud of: Taking care of 
my family 
• What I would be doing if I 
wasn't working here: I don't 
know because I like working 
here. 
• Person I'd most like to 
have dinner with: Any of my 
students (my kids at Rowland) 
• What TV show I wouldn't 
miss: I really don't watch too 
much TV. My kids keep me 
busy. 
• People might be surprised 
to know that I: am very 
open. I like to make people 
feel :oved. My kids at Rowland 
often IP.II me I'm like an aunt or 
second mother to them. 
Students discover 
dances of the past 
from new group 
By Gretta Nemcek 
Assistant Accent Editor 
They dance the Shorty George, 
the Tick Tock and the 
Breakdown. But they aren't 
allowed 10 throw their partners 
over their heatb. 
Ithaca College's Swing Dance 
Cluh gathered in the Hill Center 
on the evening of Sunday, Oct. 
12, for an instructional mectmg 
on one of the olde~t fom1s of 
swing dance, the Lindy Hop. 
More than 30 students joined Bill 
Borg1da, a swing dance instructor 
in Ithaca, in learning the basics of 
such a historical dance. 
"Our goal is simple," Borgida 
~aid. "We want Lindy Hop to rule 
the world." 
In 111~ presentation, Borgida 
explained that swing dance devel-
oped during the 1930s and 1940s 
in Harlem, N.Y. 
"Jau wa~ a new thing," he 
said. "Musicians were getting 
together to create this new form 
WOK VILLAGE 
Chinese & Vietnamese½ 
Restaurant , > 
Dine In Take Out, Delivery Clit 
Open Everyday ~112J 
Sun. to Thurs. 11 :30 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
Fri. & Sat. 11 :30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
of music." 
Borgida said swing music is a 
mixture of European melody and 
African-American rhythm. 
"We do credit the African-
Americans much more," Borgida 
said. The Lindy Hop received its 
name when a reporter walked into 
a dance room in Harlem. When 
the reporter asked what the dance 
was called, a man recalled a news 
article titled, "Lindy Hops over 
the Atlantic." The 'Lindy' in the 
headline was pilot Charles 
Lindbergh, and he inadvertently 
lent his name to the dance that 
hccame the Lindy Hop. 
The coordinator of the event, 
Michele Moritis '99, originally 
planned to hold weekly classes 
for College swing-dance lovers. 
However, some scheduling prob-
lems delayed those plans until 
next semester. 
Kann Robinson '01 came to 
the dance class because Moritis, 
her Residence Director, told her 
ahout it. 
"It's different from the dances 
we do today," she said. "It's more 
partner-oriented, and has more 
actual steps." 
Five of Borgida's students 
accompanied him in pcrfonning 
two choreographed dances, 
though Borgida stressed that most 
swing dances are improvised. The 
students, ranging in age from 13 
to 16, performed the Jitterbug 
Stroll and the Shim Sham. 
Each of these are non-partner 
dances and will he taught next 
semester. 
At the Swing Dance Club's 
first meeting, Borgida organized 
all the new members in a circle 
with himself and the teenagers in 
the middle. Dancing to some up-
tempo music, the group copied 
Borgida's lead in learning steps. 
This is called a Big Apple,. a tra-
ditional warm up for swing 
dance, Borgida said. 
Dheeraj Venna '00, vice-presi-
dent of the Swing Dance Club, 
said the first meeting showed 
only a little of what the club has 
in store for the future. 
"It's going to be a pretty 
intense course," Verma said. 
Borgida · will teach the 
Jitterbug Stroll in November and 
the Shim Sham in December. 
Because of the large number of 
people_ interested, the club is pro-
viding two different times for 
people to learn. 
"By mid-Fcbruary or early 
March, we'll have two classes 
running," Verma said. 
For some students, learning 
the ins and outs of swing dance 
can't come fast enough. 
"I've always enjoyed this style 
of dance," Steve Brown '01 said. 
He said _he learned of it when he 
performed a swing dance in a 
play. 
Casey Kerchner '99 had a dif-
ferent reason for wanting to learn 
swing dancing. 
"I want to learn swing dance 
before I go to L.A.," said 
Kerchner, dressed in character 
shoes and a skirt for the occasion. 
Borgida said swing dancing is 
big in California. It is called West 
Coast Swing, which is similar, 
though it has a slower tempo. 
As for here on the East Coast, 
regular classes for the Swing 
Dance Club are now scheduled to 
begin in January. They will be 
conducted by Borgida who said 
the classes will transform those 
that choose to take them. 
"By the end of the semester, 
you will be Lindy Hopping," 
Borgida said. "I guarantee it." 
Recycle this 
Ithacan 
cAJJ- FOR NOMINATIO .. s 
Ask about our new Combination Platters 
Over 78 items to choose from!! 
"WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN 
C011£G£S AND UNIVERSITIES" 
23 Cinema Drive 
329 East State Street Behind Triphammer Mall 
273-2288 257-8883 
Rent·A--Flick o Ithaca 
1 
222 Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
! 277-2900 . 
Your complete video store. 
Over 7000 movies 
Sony Playstations and Nintendo 64 
Systems & Games. 
Specials Everyday of the week 
Sto rn and Check Us Out 
Nominations are now l>flna accepted for 
"Who's Who In American Colleaas And Universities." 
• "Who's Who" is a National Organization that honors •outstanding 
campus leaders for their scholutlc and community achievement." 
• SenJors and outstanding Juniors (includin!J transfer students with 30 
academic credits at Ithaca Col/e!Je, Physical Therapy students, and students 
in the 4 I 12 year Music pro!Jram) are eligible for nomination. 
• Any Ithaca College faculty, staff, or student may nominate a Senior or 
outstanding Junior for this honor. Self nominations are accepted. 
• For more information call the Office of Campus Center and Activities 
at 27 4-3222. 
The D•dllne for Nomln•tlons Is 
5:00pm on Thursday, October 30, 1997. 
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Teaching the rights and wrongs of writing 
Edward Hower balances classes 
with an extensive writing career 
By Abby Bertumen 
Ithacan Staff 
To sec him around campus, 
one would think Ernest 
Hemingway had been resurrected 
and his ~pirit inhabited Ithaca 
College. But this person is no 
apparition and the only spirit he 
possesses is the spirit of creativi-
ty and writing. 
He is Edward Hower, instruc-
tor in the Writing Program and 
respected writer and teacher. With 
dark hair and beard speckled with 
wisps of distinguished grey, 
Hower has the face of experience 
reminiscent of Hemingway's-a 
face that tells a thousand stories 
and is aided by a mind that could 
tell a thousand more. 
A graduate of Cornell 
University as an English major, 
Hower received his diploma in 
education at Makcrcrc University 
in Uganda. He later went on to 
teach and write in Kenya and 
India as a two-time recipient of 
the Fulbrighc grant. 
In the United States, Hower 
has taught at Cornell and Ithaca 
College and as a Blackburn 
The Ithacan/Yvonne Sing 
Edward Hower, an Instructor In the Writing Program, brings his 
interesting life experiences to the classrooms at Ithaca College. 
Visiting Profe~sor at Duke 
University. He has also given cre-
ative writing workshops in Sn 
Lanka, Greece, Britain and in the 
United States at the Santa Fe 
Writers Conference and Allica 
prison. 
In addition to teaching, Hower 
has worked with youth gangs 
while getting his Master's in 
anthropology at UCLA and 
worked as a counselor at the 
Hollywood Free Clinic and 
reform schools in New York. 
Hower also moonlighted as a tele-
vision and nightclub entertainer 
while teaching in Kenya. 
As a writer, Hower adds a few 
extra feet to his already extensive 
resume. He is the author of five 
novels and a book of folk tales he 
collected m India. His fiction and 
journalism have appeared in "The 
New York Times," "Atlantic 
Monthly" and "Southern Review" 
to name just a few. 
Unfortunately, the College will 
have to share Hower. In January, 
Hower will return to Duke to 
teach a fiction writing course. He 
said he will return to Ithaca after 
the spring 1998 semester. 
Hower said he has wanted to 
be a writer all of his life and was 
inspired by such authors as John 
Steinbeck and James T. Ferrill. 
He said he is cager to share his 
passion for writing with other 
people and that was evident in his 
first teaching job in Uganda. 
"It was a good start as a 
teacher because I had students 
who were eager lo learn," Hower 
said. 
Hower said he stresses the par-
'7l@W0(M(/f/ 0~ ~OIJJIIYJr/ '71@/N.JJ{}(J 
sen/ices at Temple Beth-El 
meet at Tertor Fla9pole at 6:45 p.m. for a ride 
5 p.m. Torah Study in English 
6 p.m. Conservative & Reform Services 
7 p.m. Dinner in Terrace Dining 
¢ $/IYJIJJIMJ1/ $IIJJJfYJJlill ¢ 
"Rimttcc.r BA .. , _'. . : ., .. . . -·DINNER ENTREF.s FOR ONLY .9S UVJ},.,. INQ.~ B<n"FOMLESS SALAD AND ENDLESS GARLIC CHF.ESE BREAD! 
• 
11 am.-6p.m. --- 7DAYSA WEEK---$9.9S $9.95 
Cold Water Lobster Tail Lemon & Dill Haddock • • 
• Prime Rib of Beef Lingum1 with White Clam Sauce 32 Shce Pi~za 
Veal Parmigiana Haddock Provencal 2 -16 OZ. 
823 DANBY RD. 
277-6666 Scallops au Gratin Chicken & Broccoli Alfredo 
Shrimp Scampi Chicken Marsala 
Shrimp Marinara Chicken Pann1g1ana 
ITHACA, Haddock Florentine Chicken Cacciatore 
Expire~ Lemon-Pepper Haddock Chicken Vmcente 
10/30/97 Gnocch1 Alfomo 
MUST MENTION COUPON AT TIME OF ORDER. 
1 zone $4 
2 zones $8 
3 zones $12 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~? ma 1zza 1ngs 
~ 2 16-oz sodas 
$7~ tax included 
$9~ tax included 
R_,,:~f-~·~ Corne5r 11 p· & ~~ :.ngs 
f Large Pizza & 24 Wings $16~ tax included 
273_6006 4 16-oz sodas 
823 DANBY RD. 
ITHACA, 
Expires 
10/30/97 
$1 00 Off ANY $ 100 OFF 
SUB ANY TIME Large Pie & 2-16oz. Sodas 
MUST MENTION COUPON AT TIME OF ORDER. 
t1c1patmn of all h1~ ~tt:dcnts 111 
cla~s and encourages them to read 
their work aloud and receive cri-
tiques from both him and the stu-
dcnh' peers. 
"I want to engage I the stu-
dents I as often a~ possible and do 
very little lecturing," Hower said. 
"'TT1crc is a lot of ~tudent input. 
They're responding to question~. 
they're responding to the thing~ 
they read and what other student~ 
read, so there's very little pas~1vc 
learning in my clas~c~ ... 
'Qnc of h1~ studcnh. Kirn 
Fauver '()I, said -..he en Joy, 
Howcr's teaching method. 
"I like the d1!>CU~~ions about 
the reading and the writing," ~aid 
Fauver, an Academic Writing I 
student. "Sometimes he ha~ u~ 
read out loud and share idea~. and 
it helps open our mind~ ... 
Hower said when writer~ start 
out it is important for them to 
have several different people 
responding to their writing. 
"Writing i~ an act of communi-
cation .. and you need to know 
what works and what doc~n't." 
Hower said. "You need to pay 
attention to the reader, engage the 
reader, give the reader a picture of 
what's in your mind." 
Students arc also pleased that 
Hower brings other i~sucs that 
affect the entire world into cla-..s 
discussions 
"He u~es material and topic\ 
that arc prevalent in today\ soci-
ety, like feminism," Julianne 
Grcicc '01 said. "It make, 11 more 
interesting." 
As for inspirations, Hower 
said he often asks his ~tudcnts to 
look hack into their childhood 
and adolc~cencc for tlungs to 
write about because he lx:licvc~ 
that, even a~ adult~. college stu-
dent~ often do not have enough 
hie experience~ to draw material 
from. He also ~aid he hchcvc~ 
wntcr~ of college age should get 
away from college hfc to broaden 
their horizons. 
"The extent of the adventure\ 
had hy English major~ who go 
right into a Ma~tcr's program i~ 
usually ~moking a l11tlc dope, 
going to a couple of wild partic-.. 
and that's about II" Hower ~aid. 
"It'-.. good to go out there and get 
your hand, dirty ~o you have 
~omcthing to write about " 
Hower ,aid he enjoy~ teaching 
at Ithaca hccau~e the Writing 
Program 1~ unique a~ II 1~ being 
taught hy full-time teachers who 
hke their vocation and arc good at 
i I. 
Hower \a1d he ha~ had many 
graduate:- return and say how h1\ 
class ha~ impacted them. 
Hower ha~ JU~t f1ni~hcd a 
novel titled "Shadow~ and 
Elcphanb" and he 1~ now think-
ing about writing a hook \Cl 111 
Ithaca where he has lived for 22 
year~. 
He ~aid he wants to keep writ-
ing because II will alway~ Ix: a 
part of his personality and he 
encourages tl10~c who feel the 
~amc way to he pcrsi~tent 111 their 
writing. 
'·If you 're ~criou-..ly interc~tcd 
in doing it, keep doing 11 regard-
less of what else is happening in 
your life. "Hower ~aid. "Write 
everyday, sec what happens." 
) 
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Sexual healing comes to Emerson Suites 
By Alanna Muscate 
Ithacan Staff 
Dr. Drew Pinsky and Adam 
Carolla looked exhausted alter 
their long night in Ithaca. It was 
1():3() p.m., 30 minutes after the 
end or their show on Tuesday, 
Oct. 14. 
Both had risen at 4 a.m. Los 
Angeles time to catch their tl1ght, 
yet the doctor still held the 
appearance of being the epitome 
of ~ophi!>t1cation, his silvered hair 
conlra!>lmg sharply again~l lrn, 
wdl-tanned. angular face. while 
the comedian's bleary-eyed. 
gla1.ed-ovcr, gaunt facial feature!> 
tran!>fonned mto a gnn. 
Carolla and Pmsky displayed a 
per~onahle friend~h1p between 
one another and seemed very can-
did and al case. 
"We've done a few or these, 
and Ithaca College seem~ to he 
the most organized by far," 
Carolla told the Ithaca "Lovelme" 
audience. 
Pinsky said he found the atten-
dees to he responsive and prob-
ing, while Carolla said Ithaca 
College students were enthusias-
tic and warm. They both said the 
show went well, and Pinsky ~aid 
the questions asked by ~tudcnts 
were honest and dealt with com-
mon problems and inquiries faced 
hy people of college age. 
"My interest is finding differ-
ent ways and mediums to com-
municate, and I enjoy mcetmg 
people and interacting with 
them," Pinsky said. "This [tour] is 
another opportunity to accom-
plish that." 
Carolla 
joked that 
money was the 
main purpose 
or the duo's 
college tour. 
"As a per-
former, I've 
never really 
turned any-
thing down," 
Carolla said. 
··Any tune 
!-,0llleone says ., 
amused by everything Adam 
said," Montgomery said. 
"Sometimes he'd just shake his 
head because his commenb were 
inappropriate at times, hut they 
were a great team," 
Nevertheless, the audience 
responded emphatically to his 
off-color jokes, and applauded 
after each question was tackled. 
Pinsky and Carolla dealt with 
questions ranging from a worka-
holic with no time for his girl-
friend, walking in on a roommate 
performing oral sex (which was a 
call-in prank), a roommate who 
masturbates so much the other is 
driven to sleeping in the hall, and 
a woman having an affair with 
her boyfriend's hcst friend, 
among others. 
in terms of waking up this coun-
try to what is actually going on," 
Pinsky said. "It should be an edu-
cational medium that people lis-
ten to to find out what's happen-
ing, sort of a hotline in people's 
lives, on problems in our culture. 
"I'd like to develop a commu-
nity of young people who get 
together and acknowledge the 
problems and think together with-
in the context of a forum to figure 
out ways to make situations in 
society more positive." 
Camila's future entails an ani-
mated series, co-writing and star-
ring in a movie, among other pro-
jects on the show. 
then:'!> going 
to he 1,000 to 
2,000 people, 
and they want 
you to come 
out and talk, 
rm there. It's 
a ne.it experi-
ence for us." 
I t h a c a 
College was 
The Uhacan/Yvonne Sing 
"Lovellne's" Dr. Drew Pinsky (left) and Adam 
Carolla visited campus on Tuesday, Oct. 14. 
Hugh Fournier 'O I, who asked 
the last question, said although he 
enjoyed the evening, it could 
have been better. 
"But by and large this is my 
full-time gig and it's what keeps 
me busy," Carolla said. "I like the 
free-format of the show, the 
improvisational nature and I like 
how there's no cue-cards or 
script." 
third on their list of college tours, 
following the University of Iowa 
and University of Northern 
Illinois. They were flying to the 
University of Pittsburgh the next 
morning. 
Pinsky said "Lovclinc" has 
taken its toll on his medical prac-
tice. 
"I used to have a hugely busy 
practice (80 to 90 hours a week), 
· hut now I've backed off a little," 
Pinsky said. "I spend a couple of 
hours a day between a medical 
hospital and a psychiatric hospi-
tal, and now I try to keep my 
office hours down to 20 hours." 
The Ithaca show was delayed 
hy 30 minutes due to transporta-
tion difficulties, so when they 
made their long-awaited appear-
ance on the overstuffed purple 
armchairs under the dimly lit 
atmosphere of the Emerson 
Suites, the crowd of more than 
700 students offered deafening 
applause. 
"I thought the questions and 
responses were extremely funny," 
Marissa Rogak '01 said. "I liked 
how they knew when to be seri-
ous and when to make jokes, such 
as the question the guy had about 
his brother's alcoholism and his 
fear of turning into him." · 
Gwyneth Montgomery '01 
said the pair's chemistry was 
mainly responsible for the 
evening's success. 
"Dr. Drew wasn't always 
"Dr. Drew gave great advice 
and Adam was hilarious as 
usual," Fournier said. "It proba-
bly would have been cooler if 
more people had the opportunity 
to ask questions and get more 
involved." 
After the college tour, Pinsky· 
and Carolla have several plans for 
the future. 1be transcript of their 
new book is almost completed 
and is expected to be released in 
fall 1998. 
Pinsky also said he hopes 
"Loveline., will do more in the 
future and possibly take on a 
more serious issues that reflect 
society. 
"I would like to have a moll? 
political impact [with the show] 
Pinsky said he hopes the 
"Loveline" audience looks 
beyond the jokes and heeds the 
advice he offers. He also spoke 
about better AIDS education for 
children. Pinsky said many of the 
problems people are suffering 
from can be traced back to a lack 
of familial stability. His message 
to America is to stop procreating 
at young ages. 
"A significant issue right now 
is young people having kids," 
Pinsky said. "Surviving bad par-
enting is the source of a lot of 
problems. Dysfunctional families 
are the main issue really, and one 
of the core contributing factors to 
that is young people having kids 
before they're ready." 
ZevKedem 
Sehindler's List: 
A Surrivor Celebrates Life 
In an unforgettable and moving program, Zev 
Kedem demonstrates the amazing capicity of the 
human spirit to triumph over unspeakable 
adversity. 
~ 
S11kk~11 .\rti\'itk'). Bwnl 
November 2, 1997 
Emerson Suites 8:00 p.m. 
· Tickets: $3 ~ 
~t1xk111 ,\rti1 itil.,_ Boartl 
on sale in the Campus Center October 30 & at 
the door 
, 
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BILLIARDS LOUNGE 
171 E. State Street 
Lower Level, Center Ithaca 
(Enter Green Street Side) 
THI ITHACAN 19 
HETIIEL G-I&O-VE 
HIHI .. E UIIUI&UII 
1763 Slaterville Road (Rt. 79£), Ithaca 
277-3333 
A NON-VENOMINA'l10NAL 
CHRIST-CSNT6RQ) CHURCH SSRVING 
COMMUNl'l'Y AND CAMPUS 
15 of the Best Pool Tables in Ithaca Non-formal Worship Service 8:30 a.m. Educational Opportunities /Nur.11·rr-Adulr) 9:45 a.m. 
Traditional Worship Service 11 a.m. 
272-7665 ARCADES TOO Please visit our Web Site! 
http:/ /www.bg.org/bg 
--
• 
Elizabeth Arden 
YOUR FREE 
8-PC. GIFT 
Exclusively Ours! 
Yours with any Elizobetr, Arden 
purchase of 1 7 50 or rrore 
Yours for 111P. rok1:1g - -21;r·,· t ... ·x.1. 
L)os1:::::s perfec:t 1-)~ lri~V,:'i .- _-:. _;·: 
(J fnsh1onrJtJIE: cr,::·,·,::J l'-7-:,r-:-tc!rr 
C:OSrTICilC bCQ 
-C,·1,11111,!,· l11:11 \ii! I:.:, 1,.1., 
L,·l1o_,r1 lu:: u,.,. & l111, ·.1' 
· Cond1t1cm1ng t:VC! 
Makeup Remover 
· Elizabeth Arden 5th Avenue, 
Porfiim R0.plico 
· Modern Skincare 
Doily Moisture SPF 15 
· Exceptional Lipstick in Mylt1 
· Lip Spa L1pcolor 
In Bronze Lome 
· Dr ,fininq ML1scrnr J 
111 Dlire Block 
THEBON+TON 
Y O U R F A S H 0 N S T O R E 
Tell 5,000 people what's on 
your mind. 
SUbnit a letter to the editor and vent yaur frustrations to 
thousands of people in the Ithaca College Community. 
Call 274-3207 for details. 
TheITHACAN 
"TIit IU!wspaper for tire Ithaca College Com1111111it_r" 
. . Amsterdam $521 
London $383 ~ 
Rome $635 . 
Brussels $327 
.., ... _ .. _____ ,1111n, __ ,,..am.a __ 
r-. __ ._, ..... --..--~----
IJl1\. ____ .... _ t.f'1 ____ ___ 
. ,.., ... ,.~w-._ ...... _.,... 
_....,.. ... , 
~. 
.. 
• I 
' .. ' 
• I 
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[Web_~Sight . __ ] Search 
@Intentionally Bad Art 
Have you ever found your-~elf standing in front of a celehrated piece of art and 
having NO fDEA what all the 
fu,s I!, ahout'! Or have you read a 
classic novel that your English 
profcs!-,or rave!, ahout only to find 
that you !-,Omehow missed the 
protagoni!-,t 's epiphany'? Or 
maybe you 
:-.at through 
.. C1 t 11 en 
Kane" and, 
111,c me. 
\\ on de red 
why you 
W a~ IC d 
tlm:c hour:-. 
ol y()ur life 
only to fmd 
PU( that 
Ro:-.chud 
\\as JU'-1 a 
,led. 
Art can 
he ~o 
a111,t1c ,0111ct1mc:-.. and even peo-
ple who con:-.1der thcm:-.el vc~ to 
he rca~onably intelligent can 
,\alch 11\ meaning fly nght (n·cr 
their head:-.. Once m ,1 while 11 \ 
nice to :-.cc :-.ornc example!> ol cre-
ative cxprc~sion that have "_1u,1 
kidding'" wrillcn all over them. 
Fortunately. some of the ,.any 
curator, of such fine works have 
taken lo the Wch with their 
1mprc~:-.1vc collections. 
Jc~~c Helms could do a d1!-.~er-
v1cc to the National Endowment 
f.or The Ans by bringing m ,omc 
pieces from the Mu!>cum of Bad 
Art (http://glyphs.com/ 
moba/) in Boston. Yes, this place 
really exists, and its collections 
consist mainly of objet.1· d'art 
pulled from dumpster!-, and 
bought from thrift shops. Each 
work on the Weh site feature~ a 
de!\crip11on of the medium, 
includmg "The Athlete," which is 
listed a:-. "crayon and pencil on 
canvas." 
MOBA. a!> it i:-. called hy tho:-.e 
1n the know, ha:-. puhlished a hook 
of 1h entire collcct1on, which 
might he the only art hook reader!, 
arc encouraged to U!>C a, a drink 
coaste1 
We· re all poch, and we don' I 
even klllm 11 Or ,o ,ay the peo-
ple whll make magnetic poetry 
,cl~. one of the great tcchnolog1-
cal Mme~ llf the twcnt1clh ccnlu-
1 y. 
l\.fo,t of u, have probahly :-.at 
111 a stranger\ k1td1cn until 2 a.m. 
~,ppmg our hccr and spewing 
lovely vcr~c, ahout "languid lath-
er boiling the frantic purple rain." 
A young man with way too much 
lime on 111~ hands ha!> posted vol-
umes of his frnJge creations. 
accurately lilied "Bad Magnetic 
Poetry" (http://www.hammers. 
com/thcempl/jdagostino/mag_p 
oems.html). 
Any writer who has ever ~at m 
front of a hlank computer screen 
understands that the first sentence 
can make or break the entire 
thing. No one know!, that better 
than the creators of the Bulwer-
Lytton Fiction Contest 
(http://www.bulwer-
lytton.com), a love-child of the 
English department at San Jose 
State University. 
These people actually WANT 
you to wntc badly-they give 
pri1.es for the opening sentences 
of really had novels. This year's 
winner was a run-on sentence 
from hell (http://www.bulwer-
lytton.com/latest.htm) that 
would make William Faulkner 
cringe. 
No review of art would be 
complete without a !,(Udy of film. 
Fortunately, there is a glut of bad 
cmcma out there, JU~! waiting to 
be experienced. 
Mo~t of the tune. we ~cc these 
movie!, hy accident when we're 
flipping through channels at 4 
a.m. Since corny, gianHnsect fare 
from the 1950s is ovcrhyped as 
the cream of bad movies, it's nice 
to !>CC a hst of low-grade films 
I' vc never heard of (http://www. 
sfc.edu/-fwalter/movies.html). 
The author of this site has a 
genuine appreciation for horrible 
films. He rates their level of 
entertainment with blocks of 
cheese. Five chunks is outstand-
ing, but blue cheese is reserved 
for the truly stinky. 
At least with this art, you don't 
have to pretend you understand it 
If it seems to speak to you, it's 
probably just the voices in your 
head. 
.. : 
Auditions--.:-for~.- · 
Introduction to Acting Cl. 
Theatre Arts 305-131002 
Because of the considerable student interest in Introduction to 
Acting, the Department of Theatre Arts is making one section 
available BY AUDITION ONLY.* 
This section should be of particular interest to FRESHMEN 
wishing to explore theatre as a potential 
major to develop their talent 
Section Time: • Spring Semester, 1998 
0cToBER 2], 1997 
BOC welcoming 
'Dr. Funkenstein' 
By James Sigman 
Accent Editor 
Whether you call hun "Dr. 
Funkcnstcin," "The Godfather 
of Funk" or just plain George, 
George Clinton and the P-
Funk All-Stars will make a 
mothcrship connection with 
Ithaca College on Saturday, 
Oct. 25. 
The Ithaca College Bureau 
of Concerts will present 
Clinton and the constantly 
changing line-up of P-Funk 
All-Stars m the Ben Light 
Gymna~ium at 7:30 p.m. 
The alway!-,-colorful 
Clinton has experienced a bit 
of a career rc!.urgcncc m the 
last decade. He had a memo-
rable cameo appearance in the 
1994 movie "PCU" and 
appeared on that year's 
Lollapalooza tour. 
Clinton and the original 
members of Parliament 
Funkadclic were inducted into 
the Rock and Roll Hall Of 
Fame in a ceremony in 
Cleveland earlier this year. 
This s.ummer, Clinton and the 
P-Funk All-Stars headlined the 
Smokin' Grooves Tour. 
Dave Kahn, executive 
chair for the Bureau of 
Concerts, said the revitaliza-
tion of Clinton's career, cou-
pled with his accomplish-
ments, contributed to the deci-
sion to bring his band to the 
College. 
"George Clinton is a leg-
endary performer, and we 
thought it would be a great 
addition to our [line-up of] 
shows," Kahn said. 
For Saturday's show, the 
P-Funk All-Stars, who often 
change from tour to tour, will 
consist of 25 different people, 
including rhythm guitarist 
Garry "Starchild" Shider, 
vocalists Belita Woods and 
Rohcrt "Peanut" Johnson and 
dancer Carlos "Sir Nose" 
McMurray. 
Clinton and the P-Funk 
All-Stars recently released 
"Live and Kickin' :· a CD doc-
umenting the energy the group 
channels in a live setting. 
Kahn said Clinton's concerts 
usually run around three hours, 
so there will be no opening act 
at Saturday's show. 
For those interested in see-
ing how long Clinton and The 
P-Funk All-Stars can play in 
Ithaca, tickets arc $14 with 
college I.D., and $17 without. 
They can be purchased at the 
Ithaca College Campus 
Center, RcBop Records, 
Sounds Fine and through 
Ticketmaster by calling (607) 
722-7272. Canned and boxed 
foods will be collected at the 
door to be donated to the 
Loaves and Fishes food pantry, 
JNRII 
• Tuesday, Thursday 
• 10:50 a.m. -12:05 p.m. 
Open To: • FRESHMEN ONLY 6 
Audition Time: • Tuesday, October 28, 1997 
• 12:10 to 1:05 p.m. or 
• 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
• Room G-16 
• Dillingham Center 
(Lower Level) 
Preparations: These auditions require no preparation -
there will be improvision and readings. 
* You must recive confirmation from the Department of Theatre 
Arts that you have auditioned successfully before 
you may register for this course 
Please sign up for an audition and obtain an audition form by 
Monday, October 27 at 4 p.m. at: 
The Department of Theat~e Arts Main Office, Room 201, 
Dilling ham Center, 274-3919 
I 
I· 
! 
Saturday, Nov. 1st@ 8 p.m. 
Campus Center Quad 
Weather Date 8l Location: 
Sunday, November 2 
Textor 102@ 8 p.m. 
e your friends to come along 
with blankets and hall cards. 
OCTOBER 23, 1997 
TOP 
1 . "Tubthumping"-Chumbawamba 
2."Pretty Deep"-Tanya Donelly 
3."Hitchin' A Rlde"-Green Day 
4."Everything to Everyone"-Everclear 
5."Summertime"-The Sundays 
TEN 
6 "Don't Go Away"-Oasis 
7."Allright"-Jamiroquai 
8."Joga"-Bjork 
9."Dream"-Forest For The Trees 
10."This Lonely Place"-Goldfinger 
W/CB's Top Ten is based on weekly airplay at WICB. 
• The Haunt • Rongovian Embassy 
SHOWS START AT 9:30 P.M., SHOWS START AT 10 P.M., UNLESS NOTED 
Thursday-Perfect Thyroid and Pilfer Thursday-Los Finsteros at 6 p.m. 
Friday-Percy Hill and Melange Friday-Sugarmoan 
Saturday-'80s Dance Party Saturday-Rising Sign 
•ABC Cafe 
ALL SHOWS START AT 10 P.M. 
Thursday-Tender Buttons 
Friday-Alex Meixner Quartet 
Saturday-Jenny Steams Band 
• JAM Community 
Room 
SHOW STARTS AT 8 P.M. 
Friday-Discount, Ann Berettta, 
Egghead, Super Hi-5 and I-Farm 
• Stella's 
ALL SHOWS START AT 10 P.M. 
Thursday-Mackie Snee Quintet 
Friday-Chris Jennings Project 
Saturday-Roof us 
• The Nines 
ALL SHOWS START AT 9:30 P.M. 
Thursday-Dick Fawcett Band 
Friday-Atomic Frog 
Saturday-To the Moon Alice 
OUNDS 
iNE 
Billboard's® Top 50 
Compact Discs 
Everyday LOW Prices! 
Tit! 1·111ACAN 21 
Soundtrack sizzles 
B ringin!,! tO!,!ether modern rod, 111a111-!-otay act-. and !-ocveral !-ooundtrack vet-erans provides for the deadly 111,x ot 
ama,.ing tnU!-olC featured on the new -.ound-
track for ·'A Life LC!>!> Ordinary" Tim tlaw-
le!-o!> compilation of cinematic creat1v1ty. 
which arrived on shelve!> Tue-.day. differs 
greatly from the medwcre hatch of -.ound-
tracks recently relea!-oed Im the fall movie 
season. 
"'A Lile Less Ordinary" l!-o tre-.hly filled 
with mu!>ic hy Beck. The Cardigan~ and 
even Elv1!-o. The 
1mpres!-o1ve d1ver!-o1ty 
of artist-. make!> the 
!-ooundtrack for "A 
Life Les!> Ordinary" 
anything hut ordi-
nary 
A-. the d1!-oc hcgin!> 
with the ever suave 
!>OUnds of "Dcad-
wcight,'' a new 
calyp!-oo-covercd 
track from Beck, the 
scene is set for 
smooth !tailing. The 
aural adventure advances further as 
Luscious Jackson's well-known rhythmic 
rhymes hring out the feeling!> in "Love is 
Herc." 
For the title track, Ireland's underage 
super-group, Ash, takes us on a vocal voy-
age that makes us want to go on their roller 
coaster ride. With sly ~k,11, the Sneaker 
Pimps plea bargain romance on "Velvet 
Divorce," returning to the ~tylc that super-
charged "The Saint" soundtrad .. with their 
hit "6 Underground." 
The most impressive new song. "Deeper 
River," ,~ hound to plunge unknown-act 
Du~tcd into star status with their techno-
aided soul music. 
Another unique gem included in this 
superb soundtrack is R.E.M\ hauntingly 
I·..,.: .,  .,.·.-r.:.--~-i- .;.,.~"r'!f ~,. ~. -- -- . ¥ __· . · I ' \ I • c t ~ .,. - -. ... ---.• • • - ~• •., .. J I • - ' ,. . ,~ ·- ... - ---- ' 
Various Artists 
"A Life Less Ordinary" 
1997 Interstate/London 
Records 
Tiil lllllcll l'lta .._.. ll'la 1 (Wfltl ll 4 (illllt) 
dramat1L· n:worJ..rng ot "l.cavl' ... winch 
draw-. out more emotion then L'\L'I hetorl' 
with tin~ new ver-.H>II 
/\~ the alhum prog1e,,e,. thl' ,oundtracJ.. 
vctcran, come out a, Foll,. lrnplo.,.on. 
Umkrworld. Eh·,, Pre,ley and Bohhy Dann 
!>Ubn111 the ~tmnge,t material on 1hc album 
On "Kingdom of Lie, ... Lou Uarlov.· ·, Foll,. 
lmplmwn pick up right where th.:11 Int Imm 
the "Kid," !-ooundtrad. ··Natural On.:." lett 
oft. de-.cnh111g hitter betrayal 
With "Oh" Underworld boa-.1-. their klc!-
cndary background heal\ that the: arc he,t 
known tor from "Tratn!-opotting ... which v.a, 
abo directed hy "A Life Le~!> Ordinary\" 
Danny Boyle. With charm from the pa-.1. 
Elvis prove!> that he will alway!> he the J..111g 
a!> he croons Willie Nelson's '"Alway!-o on 
My Mind." The other antique. Unhhy 
Darin's "Beyond the Sea." ~tay!-o afloat w11h 
the power of lounge. 
The rmtcr to tht!-o 1111-filled ~electrnn al-.1, 
include~ a sultry ~ekct1on lrom The 
Cardigan~. ~ome swinging stuff from the 
Squirrel Nut Ztpper!-o and pumping pov.,er 
dt!-oplayed hy Prodigy. 
With !>Ud1 a ~trong lrneup. the ~ound-
track for "A Lite Le~~ Ordinary" -.oar!> and 
spim high ahove expectation!>. If you arc 
ready for an incredible audio nde. 
"Ordinary" i~ the only way to go. 
YOUR 
Ani DiFranco MOM 
ENTIRE CATALOG OM SALE 
Dilate 
Puddle Dive 
$ 99 
COMPACT DISC 
Sug. Ret. $15.98 
Not A Pretty Girl 
Imperfectly 
Living In Clip 
Double CD 
Sug. Ret. $24.99 
SALE $1999 
Out of Range 
Ani DiFranco 
CENTER ITHACA • On The Cornmom • 277-47661 CO~lPLETI LIST Of rnE ITI\11 o~ TiiE l~TER',ET I FRH Nq~I\C ~.ITH PURCHrn ' 
f\1011 \\'( d 10 r., • 1 htHI & I fl 10 8 • )Jt 10 6 • Sun 12 5 http \\I','\', 10,inthL:1, t>.,~J cum rqm lOT sCMIR llli~CA i 
would probably love a 
subscription to 
The Ithacan. 
For more information 
call 274-3208. 
ThcITHACAN 
"The Nell'spaper Jor tht• Ithaca College Co1111111111//1 .. 
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New film filled with devilish glee 
Amore appropriate tlllc for tlw, movie 1111!:!ht have hcl'n "Donnie Bra~co·, 
E,ccllent /\dventu1L•." Once 
a!!a111. we have Al Pacrno playmg 
the oldl'r. cxpcm:nccd mcnlm lo a 
young. (il'ncrat1011 X actor--th1, 
t1111L' Keanu RL'c,e,. 
However. unlike 111 "Donnie 
Brasl'(>," /\I l'ac1110 1, 
no longer ,edalL' and 
under~tatcd He·~ hack 
to h1, old "hoo-ah" ,elf. 
Keanu Reeve, 1, h1~ 
cocky. young protege. 
His ,outhcrn accent 
wa, a mi~takc. hccausc 
it ,1ust doc~n·t seem nat-
ural. Abo. there ·s really 
no· reason he couldn't 
he a lawyer without an 
accent. hut It\ easy to 
get used to. 
People arc too hard 
on Keanu Reeves He 
,ounds like a surfer dude hecause 
he's from Cahforn1a. That's ,1ust 
the way he talks, ~o give the guy 
a b1cak. lk ,till ha, natural 
chari,ma. Not only did this )!UY 
save the people on the bu~. hut he 
wa, Ted. You can't )!el much 
cooler than that Con~1dcr 111111 to 
he a va11atIon of Tom Cnmc's 
character 111 "The Firm." which. 
comcidentally. wa~ abo about a 
cocky hot-shot la,\ ycr 111 a cor-
rupt law firm. 
It you think 1t\ 
unta1r lhat I rate 
"Devil', Advocate" 111 
term, ot other movies. 
consider that most 
films arc vanatHlllS on 
other films. However. 
this 1s not necessarily 
had. So many stones 
have hcen told that a 
completely original 
idea 1s extremely rare. 
What makes a movie 
good 1s an interesting 
twist on an older idea. 
and the quality of execution. 
TI1c film 1s mamly two high 
concept ideas put together: 
First. /\I Pacmo 1s the devil. 
How can you not want to sec 
that' 1 Al Pac1110 ha, exactly the 
right charm to make 111111 ~eem 
devili-.h He ha, a ,eductive 
,nule. he says provocat1,·c thmgs 
111 the most subtle manner and 
when nece,sary he can totally 
freak out. 
Second. the devil 1s a lawyer 
Rcgardlcs~ of who •~ playing the 
devil. 1s this not the most obvious 
social ~atire you've ever heard? 
Ju,t Ill case there arc still people 
who arcn 't angry see mg defense 
attorneys help obviously guilty 
clients get acquit!cd. let's have 
them actually work for Satan. just 
to make our point clear. 
By the way. did anyone notice 
this'! Keanu Reeves' character is 
a D.A.-a district attorney. 
Devil's Advocate D.A. 
Intentional? I don't know. but 1t 
sure adds another level of mcan-
mg. 
One thing that is mtcrcsting is 
that. from the previews, we know 
The Peacemaker 
u u * By Fred Topel 
-i. C ~ This film combines the nuclear bomb theft plot of "Broken 
4. \~ Arrow" (including scenes on a train) with George Clooney 
"'-...) playing the same type of character he did in "From Dusk Till 
'-l,., Dawn" -the cocky, unpredictable psycho. Only in Hollywood 
could an actor play an evil criminal and a military hero as the 
r"f same character. \.... 'I-_ ,- This is not to say Clooney is bad. His action hero persona ~~p holds its own with Schwarzenegger, Stallone and all the rest. 
~s The film itself is thrilling. All the political stuff goes over my 
head, but the gist is simple: bad guys have bombs-must 
stop them. The car chase/demolition derby, the trucks on the 
bridge scene and the final pursuit of the terrorist in a crowd of 
civilians more than make up for the complicated plot. 
that Al Pacino's character 
1s actually the devil. The 
characters 111 the movie do 
not. We watch the th111gs 
they do. just walling to sec 
when they'll fmd out 
what's really going on. 
We· re look mg for clues the 
whole time. tryin_g to guess 
what will finally make the 
characters sec. 
The way the characters 
act can ~omctnncs he frus-
trating with the superior llll-Pllla--.,_1(...U114lat). 
knowledge we have. hut we 
must consider how we might 
react in a given situation. If you 
sec one of your shopping huddics 
morph into a demon spa~n from 
hell. would you he ahlc to have a 
rational discussion with your hus-
hand'! 
Ba~1cally, "Devil's Advocate" 
1s a fun movie. It reminds me a lot 
of those movies where teenagers 
mess around with witchcraft, and 
11 all seems good at first, but then 
they have to pay ("The Craft" is a 
recent example). Only this time. 
we get to sec grown-ups playing 
these parts. 
The film is not overdone. 
There arc special effects, like the 
morphing, hut they work within 
the plot, unlike too many movies 
in which the plot works around 
the effects. It's creepy enough, 
there arc lots of twists and sur-
prises and the cast makes it a lot 
of fun. This film is Hollywood 
entertainment in top form. 
Most Wanted 
* * By Fred Topel 
This film is a major disappointment. There is only one really 
good action scene. Keenan Ivory Wayans' character is recog-
nized on the street and chased by a mob of citizens onto the 
freeway. That scene was just crazy, and I can get into that. 
There is some good humor (trying to hack the account of a 
guy whose name is too long to spell) and suspense (making 
you think someone is about to find him, but it turns out they are 
looking for something else.) But much of the movie is boring. 
Even the cliches (like hanging up before the CIA can trace 
your call, when my caller ID can trace it on the first ring) could 
have given the film a nostalgic quality had there been more 
excitement. But the slow pace and lack of action work too hard 
against it. 
I ·.· ... ~,~~,"'1'~-'1-------------------.._ _____ ._· ·_._,-_:._:_··_: _:,_.~_:,~_\._t __ ::·... t=~October 24-October 30 
HOYT'S CINEMA 4 
266-0717 
HOYT'S PYRAMID MALL 
257-2700 ~FILMS Presents .... 
Stwk·nt .\rtll illl-" Hoard 
Devil's Advocate 
Kiss The Girls 
Gattaca 
CORNELL CINEMA 
255-3522 
Smothering Dreams and Obsessive 
Becoming 
A Mongolian Tale 
Face/OH 
Kama Sutra 
Conspirators of Pleasure 
CINEMAPOLIS 
277-6115 
The Full Monty 
Shall We Dance? 
SAB MOVIES 
274-3383 
Nothing To Lose 
The Edge 
The Peacemaker 
L.A. Confidential 
I Know What You Did Last Summer 
Seven Years in Tibet 
The Game 
In & Out 
Playing God 
A Life Less Ordinary 
Rockelman 
Fairy Tale: A True Story 
FALL CREEK 
272-1256 
The Matchmaker 
Contact 
Mrs. Brown 
The Myth of Fingerprints 
Call the theaters for showt1mes. 
ITHACA COLLEGE CONCERTS l 9r;>7 98 
r_~-
·.· .:. NG .(..1 ARTET 
"The Y ng Quartet produces .i dark and sumptuous sound and moves as one. 
I rcse quc1!1t,es rn,,jc ;he qu,1r:ct's concert on Tuesdat cv"n<\11: both I i;et,ng .i~d upl1ft1ng"-the New York Times 
Timothy Ying, violin & Janet Ying, violin 
Phillip Ying, viola & David Ying, violoncello 
,\ ~1 ,. -c .... ,_,_.r' '.'l t J't' •)t l'rr/•";r,r i.-, ,,. •{..~ ,. 
,•,1 1 bt•1~' !I mpP rl'-.,(,1·,21"j ;_Jr(!t-~,1 
i,cH.•'<i .!,,l'!t.,:e 0:IL:Y.."r 10 ,·I 'h<. ~,c,•·: 
Ci•r·~cr .11 Cl r"c'"i H0J'..C i"d ;{t·:X'f.: l-<.e1~":J'"t:' 
!._pt",, I 1 ( . ., .... ,~),!~' [) ',(~ C ·J 1·,~(.'!(;-.-. 
$8 l· J•er '("r,::· ct·:er,::, ,1111) in!, 
Co:h•,," ··-,•rr t, 
$ 14- ltt" JC l (C' t'\:'-' 11 ~T~,I 1,t: • .:• ! ·,: •?; \ 'C 
1d-r,,r ,•r,!'.l)r' L, ..: .... C:, d :~,.1<.J Cc ''f,t' 
Cl''(',..<_' ''•:r:, 
l'klvin Kaplan) 
"Autobiography" program Beethoven, Janacek, and Smetana 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28 
FORD HALL AUDITORIUM 
8: 15 P.M. 
"AllllmlY lllllllUS!" . _.._, _____ , 
. ,-lY, 
IIIIRIIDllY •. 
•111111!'' 
----
''YIU Will UUGH 
1•1 •c1s DfH" 
., ....... ••&111111f911a 
~--,- ' · · · L. ·, ' : ~i ~ , J~ d i ·,c, .'ct l•,4 «®# 
f 't, • ·:,; ·--. 'J ':''I 
t~~--;.l J 11~1 +J,i,J 
.. "'·' R.•· · www nothingtolose.com -··--· , ___ ... 
Fri. and Sat. at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
and Midnight 
Sunday at 8 and 11 p.m. 
All Shows $3 
~ All Shows in .Textor 102 ~ 
St11il, II,.\, Iii ii M.,_ l,~11d ~IIMl,•111 .\rll\il M.,_ 1~~1111 
CLASSIFIED 
THE )'fl!Al"AN 
PERSONALS 
Spirited, youthful SF, 51, arts/hu-
manist, seeks 46-62 thinking man/ 
scientist for occasional dates: sup-
pers, hikes in the parks, concerts, 
theatre, films, campfires, picnics. 
Kids/grandchildren OK! Write P.O. 
Box 4592 Ithaca NY 14852 
FOR SALE 
88 Honda Civic CRX. 70K miles. 
Some rt,iSt and dents, but mechani-
cally perfect. $3000. Call Pete at 
277-7857. 
FOR RENT 
Weekend and weekly rentals. Nice 
lakeside cottages for homecoming, 
parents' weekends, fall foliage etc. 
Near Ithaca. Also available for 1998 
Graduation week. 257-3946. 
2, 3, 4 Bedroom Apts. available for 
'98-'99. Spacious, furnished, in-
cludes heat, & on bus route! Defi-
nite must see! Call 272-9361 or 
564-0207. 
6 bedroom house downtown. 10-
month lease. Large, comfortable 
house, ideal for 6 women, on 
Cascadilla St. Washer/dryer, park-
ing, $290/month per person includes 
heat and all utilities. Gary 273-7082. 
APARTMENTS AND HOUSES 
FOR RENT for next year. 2-7 bed-
rooms. Nice places in great loca-
tions. Call Mike 275-9663 and leave 
message. 
ACROSS ITHACA FALLS IN FALL 
CREEK. Cozy 3 bedroom with all 
utilities on bus routes, available now' 
$250/person 257-0313. 
QUIET GRAD/FACUL TV COM-
PLEX. Furnish/unfurnished studios 
and lg. 1-bedrooms in Cayuga 
Heights. Includes Heat. 257-0313. 
New apartments and other units for 
rent close to Ithaca College for Fall 
98. Call 272-5647, 280-3258 or 273-
5192. 
AURORA ST. HOUSE-3 bedroom 
house avail. 98-99 school year. One 
block from downtown. Large rooms, 
modern kitchen and bath. Free off-
street parking, nice furn., washer/ 
dryer, dishwasher. Must see. Call 
Nick277-0312 M-F 10A-4P, or273-
0553 M-S 6P-9P. 
TOWNHOMEs-3 or 4 bedrooms, 
1 1/2 baths, avail. June/August 98. 
$295-$350 pp+. On private street, 
close to I.C. and downtown. Spa-
cious units with nice furniture, free 
parking, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
microwave, patios. Must see. Call 
Nick or Gus 277-0312 M-F 10A-4P, 
or 273-0553/273-6142 M-S 6P-9P. 
Apts & houses available-Kendall 
Ave. & Penn. Ave. 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 
bdrm furnished. 11 month lease, 
available 8/01/98. Please call 273-
9221 between 8 am and 4 pm, after 
4 and on weekends call 272-2558. 
Location, location, location. Pros-
College Circle Apartm_ents 
Two, Three, Four, and Five Bedroom Apartments 
Available for 1998 -1999 
You can sign a lease now, b~t if you 
don't get off-campus permission, all 
deposits are returned!!! 
Furnished, free parking,on-site laundry, 
24-hour emergency maintenance 
we still have a few apartments and/or rooms 
available for the spring semester 1998 
Next to the Ithaca College Campus 
277-1221 
MAKE A 10,000 FOOT 
SKYDIVE 
FINGER LAKES SKYDIVERS 
Open Wednesday through Sunday 
Information & Reservations (607) 869-5601 
L http:/(w! :\·.34~0.com/fin erlakes 
Recycle. 
TIIUK~l>AY, (Jt-10111.K 21, Jl)97 l',\(,I 2 \ 
ITHACAN CLASSIFIEDS - D~liver by 5 p.m. Mo~day·t~-1 The Ithacan , 
·---- ----- - ·----------- -- ----- ---
Classified ads: $4 minimum for 4 lines $1 each additional line 
Personal ads· $2 minimum for 4 lines $1 each add1t1onal line 
Add $1 per line for any bold or all-capital words within the line. 
Pre-payment is required for all Class1f1ed advertisements 
Ithaca College 
Park Hall, room 269 
Ithaca, NY 14850-7258 
Phone: (607) 27 4-3207 
FAX: (607) 274-1565 
Ad text (please place one character per space) 
-------- -- --- ---
peel St., Aurora St , H1llv1ew Pl. 11 
furnished apartments, most have 
free off street parking, some with 11 
month leases. Can accomodate 
groups of 2-12 people. Available 
Aug. 98. Call 273-5370 for details. 
AUG. 98-99 6 BDRM FURNISHED 
house on Prospect St. Parking, laun-
dry, 2 baths, 2 kitchens, 2 living 
rooms. Extra parking available. 
257-4831. 
3 bedroom, new contemporary, 2 
blocks commons, 2 baths, natural 
gas, energy efficient, balconies, 
parking, furnished. 277-6260, 533-
7324, 2546-4003. 
NOTICES 
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97. Earn 
$500-$1000 weekly stuffing enve-
lopes. For details-RUSH $1.00wrth 
SASE to: Group Five, 6547 N. 
Academy Blvd. Dept. N, Colorado 
• a a I • a. I 
=·=·=·=· SKI =·=·=·=· • a a I • a a I • • • p - • • 
~· ... . ·--· 
., - I 
:•:•~•.- ,\: .'>II< H\ /J(J.ln.J • .•.•, 
. . . . . . - . ·•······· • • • • • • • • • • • •  • • • 
-·-~--·-·-·-·-·-·--... . -·-·-·~·-·-·-·-·-· Collegiate Sid. Weeks 
WlnterBreak cf- SpringBreak 
Mont Sutton 
Canada 
5 Miles North of Vermont 
rrom:$229 
.. 5DAYUITTICKET 
55 SI.IPR• aars. • um 
.J,,125 n BB 2.J•••--..s 
.. 5 NIGHTS LODGING 
,,.,..,.,,,NSI. LWiaS. Fat 
ICl,00,. ... 19a!C .. Llffl 
.. 5 NIGHTS COLLEGE 
PARTIES aa,c,...,,._,..., 
... ~~CMJEm 
CROUI' LB,UJBR DIMXJVNTS CUL FOR INFO 
• I • •• ' ,~ I •. 
I ::; ,, ,, ,, I '' /J\ ' 'h I 
1-8(}{}- 8../-8-'} 5../-5 
Springs, Co. 80918. 
EARN EXTRA MONEY! Delivering 
to the new BELL ATLANTIC tele-
phone directories (formerly NYNEX) 
,n ITHACA and the surrounding ar-
eas. Call for an appointment...1-
888-732-3276 Monday-Friday, 9 
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Must be over 18, 
have current driver's license and 
vehicle. 
#1 Campus Fundraiser. Raise all 
the money your group needs by 
sponsoring a Visa Fundraiser on 
your campus. No investment & very 
little time needed. There's no obli-
gation, so why not call for informa-
tion today. Call 1-800-323-8454 x 
95.sublet 
WE NEED A HOUSEMATE NOW. 
Female needed for nice house in a 
great location to share with other 
females. Call Mike at 277-9663 and 
leave message. 
TRAVEL 
.. SPRING BREAK ... T AKE 2 .. Or-
ganize group' Sell 15 ... Take 2 Free. 
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas. 
Florida, Barbados, Padre & More. 
Free Parties, Eats & Drinks Sun 
Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710. 
***EARN FREE TRIPS AND 
CASH!*** Class Travel needs stu-
dents to promote Spnng Break 19981 
Sell 15 tnps & travel free! Highly 
motivated students can earn a 
free trip & over $10,000! Choose 
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatian, Ja-
maica or Florida! North America's 
largest student tour operator' Call 
Now! 1-800-838-6411 
Earn money and free tnps!! Abso-
lute best spring break packages 
ava11able1! lnd1v1duals, student or-
ganizations, or small groups 
wanted1! Call inter-campus pro-
grams at 1-800-327-6013 or http:// 
www.icpt.com 
JaID.es E. Gardner, Jr. 
H,E.£..L E8T.£..TE 
.A.. G-:rea.,te:r 8eI.eet1.oII. or 
A..pa.,:rtmeII.ts 1.II. the 
Itha,ea, A..:rea., 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Efficiencies to 8-Bedroom Houses 
Furnished and Unfurnished 
Quality Units at Affordable Prices 
24-Hour Maintenance Services 
277-3232 
4:II N. Ti.og;a, ~t:reet 
Let the Ithacan Accent your 
weekend plans. 
TheITHACAN 
"The newspaper for the lthac-a College Community" 
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OVER THE HEDGE • BY MICHAEL FRY AND T. LEWIS 
DON'11HE'f 
KN0l,,J 1HE'r' 
SH0ULDN'1 FffD 
THE. ANIMALS?. .. 
ACCORDING 10 
"THIS, I'D HAVE 10 RUN 
TWO MILES 10 BURN 
11-\E CALORIES IN 'THIS 
POP-1AR1. 
'r.JELL. THIS 
IS A FINE 
H0WD'i-D0! 
( 
0 
;,; 
'r.JHA1? j 
WHA1? :: 
l 
ITS 
JUS'T TOO 
DEPRESSING 
i:oRW0RDS. 
I 
( 
'HEAL TM 
C 
C 
Ofr!CIAL5 ~ 
R£COMMENC> ~ 
~O MINUTES OF ::. 
£X£RCl5£ THREE "' 
TIMES A WEEK. ' ~ 
~ 
~ 
WH'r' 
PON'1 THE'/ 
EVER P'RIN'T 
POSITIW: 
S10RIE.S?! 
L------------' 
I'M PRIN11NGM'i 
OWN NEWSPAPER, 
FILLED W11H N0'THING 
BU"\" POSITIVE 
STORIES! 
C'M0N,VELMA, FOLKS 
DON'T WANTGOOD 
NEWS, 'THEY CRAVE 
BA{) STUFF ... IT MAKES 
THEIR L\\JE. S LOOK 
BETTER! 
RJ, Y-JHERE'S I TOLD AS 
TODA Y'S EDITION MUCH GOOD 
OF · THE GOOD NE.WS AS 
TIMES'? I WJLD I 1Hl;Of ... 
~ i-~~ -~~~ t
C 19()7 United I i,alum ~ynd1Cc1te Im. 
... 'IT CURLS MY EAR 
HAIRS,' SA'/S RJ 
s 'RACCOON. 
} 
! 
0 \ 10 IW 
l ffi~ ~ .. ~~ - ;.._..., 
-~) 
B\.lT 
LOOK, 
VERNE ... 
..• 'COIJCI.INUTS AR£ 
SCRUMPTIOUS'" 
... BUT I 
WANTED 
TO SAVE 
MEW 
STORIES 
FOR 
M'/SElF. 
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... WE MIGH1 LOSE. 
1HE NATURAL ABIU1'/ 
10 J:ORAGE. ON 
OUR OWN. 
E 
0 
u 
'RACCCX)tV SUCK~ 
ON ?>O TCVTS/£ 
POPS AT ONC£' JUSi 
ISN'T NE.WS. 
~-. WH'i DON'1 
YOU JUST 
REYO'Ri THAT · 
11-\£ SKY IS 
BLUEAKD rrs 
DARK. AT 
NIGHH 
\ 
WELi.. ID ()UGH' '00 
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THE ITHACAN 
CHAOS 
• BY BRIAN SHUSTER 
Excitement had run high at the first annual mime 
c?nvention. Yet, within seconds, an embarrassing 
silence filled the auditorium. 
"I must confess, I never thought we would actually 
pull this off.• 
SPORTS 
TIIEITHACAN 
Goina 
into 
ov 
By Chris O'Connell 
Ithacan Staff 
THUKSD,\Y, 0CTOBl:K 23, 1997 
The Ithacan/Jay MIiier 
In the 57th minute, freshman Erin DeMarco (facing number eight) scored her first collegiate 
goal although Megan Patterson (21) cleared the ball moments after it crossed the goal line. 
After shutting out six of seven opponents, the women's soccer team found a new theme: over-
time. In each of their last three games, 
the Bombers battled their way into the 
extra session, resulting in two draws 
and a loss. 
Draws with nationally ranked top i 0 
teams Nazareth and Rochester sand-
wiched a loss to an always competi-
tive Binghamton side. 
Junior midfielder Jamie Melser was 
The goal, which gave the Bomber's 
a one-nil lead, and ensuing celebra-
tion, ended the Golden Flyer reign 
of Intimidation. Sophomore Jackie 
Ketler (below, 16) and tthaca turned 
a physical game Into a ground war. 
irked with her team's performances. 
"We are better than these nationally 
ranked teams," said the team's co-cap-
tain. "It is a shame that we just cannot 
finish the ball to beat them." 
In Tuesday's game against Nalareth 
( 14-0-2, ranked 10th in the National 
Soccer Coaches of Amcrica/Umbro 
Select Division III Women's Soccer 
Poll), Ithaca entered the first half play-
mg tentatively. The Bombers (8-4-3) 
were a step slower and a smidgen 
weaker than the Golden Flyers. Despite 
a hesitant first half, the Blue and Gold 
held the opponent scoreless in the first 
45 minutes of play. 
Ten minutes into the second stanza, 
the sun made its first appearance. 
Moments later, at 57:20, the warm 
weather warriors from the South Hill 
found the back of the net. Freshman 
fullback Erin DeMarco scored her first 
collegiate goal off a comer kick from 
fellow freshman, midfielder Jessica 
DiManno. In a cluster of players, 
DeMarco sent the hall netward. Golden 
Flyer freshman fullback Megan 
Patterson cleared the ball inches after it 
crossed the goal line. The goal settled 
the Bombers' nerves. 
After the strike, DeMarco sprinted to 
the bench-side touchline, slapping the 
hands of her teammates in exhilaration. 
"It was my first goal of the season, 
which felt good," DeMarco said. "It 
was a big game and I wanted to come 
up big. It was a special goal." 
Minutes later, the clouds rolled in 
again, successfully blanketing the sun 
for the rest of the match. With the cli-
change came a Na1.areth tally. 
Sophomore striker Michelle 
Urbanski, the Golden Flyer 
point leader (26), put in a 
rebound for her 12th goal of 
the season at 66 minutes, 
knotting it at one. 
The remaining 24 
minutes of regulation were a 
physical struggle between two 
teams, who pushed, shoved 
and tripped 
their ways into overtime. 
In the two 15-minute surplus install-
ments, the teams contifrned the physical 
play. Good defense and solid goaltend-
ing by freshman Lindy West preserved 
the draw. 
This season, the Golden Flyers have 
outscored their opponents 57-8. The 
Bomber defense, sophomore sweeper 
Jamie Bonier, junior stopper Nicole 
Tropea, senior fullback Fran Cerullo 
and DeMarco held the offensive power-
house to a single goal. Bui it was 
DeMarco, with two breakaway opportu-
nities in overtime, who exceeded expec-
tations. 
"[DeMarco] was the player of the 
game for Ithaca," head coach Mindy 
Quigg said. "No doubt about it. She 
came up big, played with a lot of heart 
and went hard to the ball." 
In the waning moments of the game, 
the Bombers' solar strength vanished. 
They allowed two Golden Flyer corner 
kicks during the final minute. 
"Before Nazareth," Quigg said, "we 
went into overtime with Roche~ter and 
Binghamton. This was our third game in 
overtime. I think towards the end [ of 1hc 
Nazareth game) II started playing a 
toll." 
Saturday, 6-6-2 Binghamton hosted 
Ithaca, and the teams were scoreless at 
the end of regulation. A tireless Wc,t 
stopped a career-high 19 shob, hut four 
minutes inlo the auxiliary sc..,,1on, a 
home-team. tally sent Ithaca hack to the 
South Hill with a 1-0 defeat. 
"We really got heat up at 
Binghamton," Quigg said. "That wa.., a 
really dirty game and we had a lot of 
aches from 11." 
The Bombers fought hack from a 
one-goal deficit to earn a 1-1 draw with 
then-third ranked Rochester on Ocl. : 5. 
Quigg, formerly a member of the 
NCAA women's soccer postseason 
committee, said if her team gets good 
results in Its final two game..,, at 
Clarkson on Friday and St. Lawrence on 
Saturday, there is a chance they could 
make the NCAA playoffs 
The Ithacan/Gary Cotti 
The Ithacan/Jay MIiier 
Over a six-day, three-game span, Ithaca 
played enough minutes (360) for four games. 
PA<,1· 2'.'i 
Bowling over Series 
I had every 111tent1on of wnt-
mg tlrn, week·.., pre,, hox on the 
,porting even! mo,t of the nation 
i, walch,ng tlm wed But, I 
wanted an Onolc,-Bravc, ,enc,, 
,o I could care le" who w111, 
Who won !he Ehon1tc 
Challenge In Rocl1c\lcr Ja..,t 
week? You don't know do you·1 I 
didn't !hink ,o. It 1, probably 
becau,c the Profc,\lonal Bowler, 
A,soc1at1on tour 1, generally not 
on pmnc-lllne tclcvi..,1011. 
Steve Hoskim won !he tourna-
ment. In the semi-final match 
against tournament favorite 
Walter Ray Williams Jr., Hoskin, 
became the I I th professional to 
roll a perfect 300 game on natrnn-
al television. 
Williams Jr. " like the Brett 
Favre of football or Michael 
Jordan of baskelhall. Except 
Williams Jr., unlike icons of the 
more popu-
lar sports, 
is not p)a<;-
t e r e d 
across all 
forms of 
media on a 
daily basis. 
The PBA is 
lucky 10 
get a two-
hour time 
slot once a 
week on 
television. 
H o w 
about other common names on 
the PBA circuit such a, Parker 
Bohn Ill or my personal favorite. 
Bob Vespi'! I me! these pros ,ev-
cral times, the rnmt recent m 
1996 in Windsor Loeb, Conn. at 
the U.S. Open. Ye,, bowl mg actu-
ally has an U.S. Open. And Ve,p1 
1s originally from the same area in 
Up,tale New York a, L so he 
hooked my family up w11h tickeh 
and gave my brother one of hi\ 
howlmg halb. By !he wa~. 13oh. 
I'm ,ull waumg for 111111L' 
You may wonder about m~ 
profound mtcre,t in howling and 
the answer is s1111pk· I come lrom 
a highly active h<m ling back-
ground. My father howb four 
time, a wed. and my mother 
once. My brother and I hllwlcd 111 
a Saturday Junior league wl11 k 
growing up. You could not gel u, 
oul of bed for school during !he 
week or for church on Sunday,. 
hut when 8 am arnved on 
Saturday,, we were up and ready 
to go. I even rcmembe1 Ill; I 1r,t 
team, "The Finn!! Squ,1d ·· I cried 
the fu ,t day hecau,e I I\ a, on ,1 
team with all boy, GI\ L' me a 
break- I wa, 111 the lllurth gr,1dc. 
So there " my plu)-! tor e\ er; -
one to cn_Joy the great ,port- ye, 
ll 1, a sport- h(mlrng But ii y1iu 
can·t get out to the l,1nc,. L·;11d1 
!he action ot \\'ilham, Jr and 
Vcsp1 and the rc,t ol the l'BA on 
!he ~ame netwm k Jordan. F,1\ re 
and Dan PatncJ... appL·;u 
Wednesday-.. at 7 p 111 on l·SPN 
...I 
. ·, 
I \ 
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Junior varsity winless 
Ithaca (0-3) lo~t to 
CortlamJ', _Junior varsity toot-
hall team Oct. 10. With le~~ 
than three m111utc~ left. 
Cortland ~cored the gamc-win-
rnng touchdown to w111. 17-14 
Fn.:~hman quartcrhack Kit 
T1pley cumplctcd a 37-yard 
touchdown pa~s to fn:~hman 
flanker Michael Hu~dan to 
lead the Bomhcr.... Fre~hman 
quartcrhack Vmny Fanara 
completed a touchdown pass to 
freshman Eric Newman 
The Bomhers ho,t 
Morrisville Community 
College at 3 p m .. on Friday in 
Butterfield Stadium. 
Homecoming e~·ents 
Homecoming wcd,cnd 
ofter~ a \\ 1de array of event~. 
Happy hour m honor of the late 
Dick Lyon. the former head 
foothall coach. will he held 111 
the Puh in Phillips Hall on 
Friday from 7:30 lo 9:30 p.m. 
Thi~ will he followed by a 
··Meet the Foothall Coache~" 
social at the Coddington 
Restaurant at I 0: 15 p.rn. There 
1s an alumni wrc~tling match 
Friday at 7 .30 p m 111 the gym. 
The Bomhcr,' Barhccuc will he 
held Saturday from 11 a.111. to I 
p.m. 111 the F Lot. The 1rn.:n \ and 
women·~ lacros~c team~ arc hold-
ing alumni game~. 
Hall of Fame inductees 
On Saturday cvcnmg. the 
Ithaca College Sports Hall of 
r-amc indui.:ts 10 new mcmher~ 
111to It~ ranks. The Homecoming 
weekend event 111dudes a dinner 
111 Emerson Suites. 
Thi~ year's class mdudes a 
variety of athletes. Angeline 
Bantuvanis '53 was involved in 
intramural haskethall. field hock-
ey and softhall and helped hcg111 
athletic programs for women. 
Carol Buckhell "87 wa~ 
Ithaca·, f1r...i two-t1nH: All-
Amcncan m ~ufthall and led the 
team to four ~tra1ght NC AA play-
oft hcrths. · 
'Mike Fu~ill1 '91 was a three-
lime All-American wrestler and 
mcmhcr of two NCAA D1v1s1on 
III Championship teams. 
Ithm.:a's wrestling coach Marty 
Nichols '90 competed on two 
championship squads and was a 
three-time All-American. He was 
a 1990 ~clcctwn to the 
National Wre~tling Coache~ 
Association All-Academic 
Team. 
Lc~lic Harner · 32 wa, a 
memhcr of the ln~t Bomber 
ha,ehall tea111 .111d went on to 
pl,1y scm1-prn ba~ehall 111 The 
Twin County League. 
Four-yca1 ~tarting goal-
1-..ecpcr Karen Howarth '86 wa~ 
a member of Ithaca\ fir\t 
women\ NCAA D1vi~ion III 
champion,h1p team a~ well a~ a 
two-time f1r,t-tcam All-
American 
Dome Jack,on ·47 excelled 
111 foothall and ha~ehall at 
Ithaca and hccamc a football 
coach ,ind athletics director. 
Cro~s country and track All-
American Scan Livingston '91, 
a two-time Independent 
College Athletic Conference 
champion, placed fourth in the 
1990 NCAA championship. 
NCAA backstroke champi-
on Amy Robinson '91 recorded 
19 All-American finishes in 
her career, which included a 
1989 110-yard backstroke indi-
vidual championship. 
Sally Scatton '75 played 
field hockey, basketball and 
lacrosse and was the field 
hockey team ·s MVP in her 
senior year and lacrosse cap-
tain for two years. 
Boxing in November 
Sophomore Scott Kelley 
will fight either Nov. 6, 7 or 8. 
Kelly last fought at the Greater 
Ithaca Activities Center on 
Feb. 17. He competes in the 
147-lh. welterweight and the 
156-lh. middleweight class. 
Compiled ·by Michelle 
Dorsch and Kristin Muenzen 
OCTOBER 23, 1997 
Compiled by John Davis and Lindsey Saltzgiver 
Do you think Michael Jordan 
should retire after the 97-98 
season? 
''Yes, I think he has done all that he can do." 
Paul Caiazzo '00 
Cinema and Photography 
"No, he Is one of the last players in the league 
that displays what sports should be about." 
Matt Caracciolo '01 
Exploratory 
"No, I don't. I think he should keep playing 
because he's a good player." 
Justin Connors '99 
Television/Radio 
"I think he should retire because he's proven 
he~s the best and should let other guys make 
some money." 
Ryan Mooney '00 
Exploratory 
"Sure, if he wants to. Then the Pistons can win 
If he retires". 
Ryan Spencer '01 
Sports Information and Communication 
"No, because I wouldn't watch the NBA 
anymore." 
Gary Reed ·oo 
Exploratory 
Men run to third at Invite "Jordan should continue to play because he Improves the level of play of everyone around 
him, Including teammates and competitors." 
By Cori Laurino 
Ithacan Staff 
we reached our goal." Christian Tighe '01 
Exploratory 
They ju~t kcep on trucking. 
The men's cros~ country team 
continued to pcrfom1 to it~ expec-
tation~. placmg third out of 36 
team~ at the D1ckin~on College 
Invitational on Oct. 11. The 
Bomhcr~ cnJoycd a day of lighter 
competition after running against 
nine nauonally-rankcd tcams on 
Oct. 4 at Bo~ton 
Junior Ian Golden continued 
his rampage, finishing first for the 
Bombers and eighth overall in a 
umc of 26:23. Behind Golden 
were junior Eric Sambolec 
(27· I I). senior Andy Weishaar 
(27 32). ~ophomore Mike 
Fmpatnck (27·38) and ju111or 
Paul Stoeckel (27:39). Rounding 
out the top seven were freshman 
Matt Trolio (28:02) and senior 
Scott Capozza (28:25). 
all .within ahout 28 seconds of 
each other, and that's pretly 
strong. We want io try to get clos-
er to Ian." 
Weishaar is expecting even 
more improvement from the surg-
ing pack. 
"If he wants to keep playing, then he should." 
Jeff White '98 
Cinema and Photography 
''Yes, because he's done everything he can." 
Michael Wilson '99 
Accounting 
Next week's question: 
"This was a larger meet as far 
a~ the numhcr of runner~. hut the 
quality of competition wa~ not as 
good." head coach Jun N1chob 
,aid. ··Being third was right 
where we were ,lmotmg for and 
The number two through live 
runner, contmued to run as a 
pack. 
"In our upcoming race at 
Saratoga, we're all going to start 
out together," he said. "We're 
going to try to maintain a four-
man pack the entire race, rather 
than starting out at different paces 
and packing up at the end like we 
usually do." 
The Bombers have an opportu-
nity to try out the new strategy at 
the Rensselaer Invitational on 
Saturday. 
Do you think that Division Ill colleges should 
be allowed to give athletic scholarshlps? 
·They did a nice Job workmg 
together a~ a team," Nichols said. 
"Enc, Andy, Mike and Paul were 
11 a.m. · 3 a.m. 7 days a week 
Q~\,l'\JERY 7"/'-l_ 
~~~ Open Daily a~ 
<c at 11 AM + 
~~~~-~ 
Wings • Calzones • Subs • Pasta 
PIZZERIA 
272-1950 
FREE PEPSI WITH EVERY PIZZA 
Ithaca's Biggest Calzones 
Guaranteed! 
(Over 14" Long, Only $5.75 Each, 
Includes Sauce!) 
TRY OUR TOFU WINGS 
Also Available: subs, spinach 
squares, jalapeno poppers, 
gourmet pizzas, pizza fritte (fried 
dough), mozzarella sticks, chicken 
fingers, fried pickles, mozzaroni 
sticks & 14 different pasta dinners e----.------, ,:hi;lht®; 
32-sllce pizza CH~:s~i~s I I 2 Doz. Buffalo I d f I I . WI I an our 
2 "bl .~
98d medium pepsis I I g so as I ONLY I 
I $18.50 I $11.00 I L ____ .J ____ ..J 
I Three l1s·Large Pizza I 
I I One Dozen I 
114" Calzones I Wings I 
I I & I 
· I FOR ONLY I two I 
I $1 4 OO I Medium Pepsis I 
· $11.00 L-----.L.----..1 
Drop off your response at the Ithacan office in Park 269, e-mail us at 
lthacan@ithaca.edu or call 274-1017. Your thoughts are due by Monday 
at5 p.m. 
z CAFE DEWITT •II I I• I 
UsuNDAY 10-2 
.z Crispy Com l"rttten 
lmlon SouffJe Pancakt.s 
::a l'annhouse llrullflllt f'.pllencdld Waflo~(.ornpotc 
•
OmddttJI 
with Bradbaskct 
l'.oasttd Oar11c l'otatoes 
• 
Olicktn-Apple Sausage3 
Specials Change Daily 
DEWITT MAll,ITHACA 
273-3473 
RECYCLE 
THIS 
ITHACAN 
OCTOBER 23, J 997 
The Ithacan/Jay Miller 
Junior forward Kelli Coppola (white Jersey) battles a 
University of Rochester player In Wednesday's 6-0 victory. 
Bombers rest, 
stop U of R 
By Jim Caton and 
Kelly Jo McKernan 
Ithacan Staff 
If the Ithaca College field 
hockey team was a hungry 
shark, then the University of 
Rochester was surely the bait. 
The Bombers took advan-
tage of the University of 
Rochester's defensive confu-
sion Wednesday, dominating 
the Yellowjackets 6-0. 
"[Rochester] was discom-
bobulated in the circle and 
when you get confused on 
defense, then the attack gets 
hungrier and hungrier," sec-
early first-half goal. Parsons' 
seven points for the afternoon 
vaults her to the top of the 
·Blue and Gold scoring list 
with 22. 
Freshman Becky Karver 
tallied her first goal in a Blue 
and Gold unifonn with 12:59 
left to play in the second half. 
Senior tri-captain Leslie 
Greene found an opening and 
scored her third goal of the 
season just 37 seconds later. 
"We're a lot more rested 
than we have been. It was nice 
to be playing at home," said 
Greene, a midfielder. "We've 
been practicing really hard 
ond-year head 
coach Tracey 
Houk said. 
"[WC'] were 
like sharks in 
blood-infest-
ed waters. We 
could smell it 
and we went 
for it." 
lately and 
team togeth-
erness 1s real-
ly high." 
For the first 
time in a 
month, the 
Bombers 
"We 're a lot more rested 
than we have been. It was 
nice to be playing at home. 
We've been practicing real-
ly hard lately and team 
togetherness is really 
high." spent the 
-Leslie Greene weekend at 
After eight senior t~i-ca_pJ~in home. The 
consecutive 
games decided by a one goal 
difference, the weaker 
Rochester squad allowed the 
Bombers to tune their offense. 
"We used [Wednesday's 
game] to build towards 
Saturday and the postseason," 
junior forward Erika Nielsen 
said. "[Rochester] gave us 
more opportunities on the 
attack and we got a lot of cir-
cle play." 
Senior tri-captain Julie 
Parsons recorded her second 
hat trick of the season and 
much-needed 
weekend on the South Hill 
helped the Bombers gain their 
first overtime victory in four 
attempts this season. After a 
scoreless regulation, Greene 
tallied the winning goal with 
9: 14 left in overtime to defeat 
the Springfield Pride Saturday, 
1-0. 
The Bombers close out 
their regular season on 
Saturday, hosting the defend-
ing national· champion, the 
College of New Jersey. They 
lost to the Lions 2-1 m over-
notched an assist on Nielsen's time last season. 
co-rec 
saftbju··· 
men"'s. 
co-rec 
Soccer 
men's pro 
men's semi-pro 
women's 
co-rec pro 
co-rec semi-pro 
.. 
Your ~om's F.avorites def. 
. Mldnlghftc»cers . ·, · : 
• Rolos def5Vestal ~rgins 
, . 
Dari· · s Trunks' def. 
Sim y the Best 
Ktf · -Olberman def. MMMBop 
Strikers def. Sucker Gals 
Rockets def. Hood Hoodlums 
Dukes of Hazzard def. 
Pyro Penguins 
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Bank on Ithaca's Nichols 
By Rick Mattison 
lth,1e,rn St.iff 
Desire. 
Heidi N1chob cmhod1cs 11 
every lime she step~ on the vol-
leyball court. The scmor came to 
Ithaca College from Newfield 
High School a~ a raw volleyball 
talent and turned hcr,clf 11110 an 
All-American. 
Her small-town l11gh !,d1ool 
did not provide her with the 
coaching needed to maxuni,c her 
~kills. She pmsc!,~ed athletic ahil-
1ty hut was not able to reach her 
full potential. 
In high school. Nichols part1c-
1patcd in soccer, ~ofthall, ha~kct-
ball and vollcyhall. During her 
freshman year as a Bomhcr, !,he 
played basketball and volleyball, 
but gave up basketball after one 
year. 
"I just didn't enjoy basketball 
as much as volleyball," Nichob 
said, "and I wanted to concentrate 
on volleyball." 
And concentrate on volleyball 
she did, becoming one of 
Division III's top players. Nichols 
stands 6 feet tall and is a middle 
hitter, a position for which she 
received first team All-America 
honors from both the American 
Volleyball Coaches Association 
and ASICS. 
She holds several records at 
Ithaca College including career 
kills, season kills and season total 
blocks. Nichols was also named a 
second team AVCAAII-American 
in her sophomore year. 
Oswego head volleyball coach 
Dani Drews said Nichols is a 
dominating player who is nearly 
impossible to defend. 
"Nichols is the difference 
between Ithaca being a good team 
and a great team," Drews said. 
"She takes Ithaca to the next level 
and opens things up for the other 
hitters. Her importance to the 
team cannot be overstated." 
Although she earns many indi-
vidual awards, Nichols is more 
proud of what she accomplishes 
with the team as a whole. 
"Our main goal is getting to 
the final four and winning it this 
year," she said. "It's my individ-
ual as well as our team goal." 
The volleyball team, having 
compiled a 24-4 record so far this 
season, is on the right track to 
achieving that goal. Nichols cred-
its their impressive start to the 
depth of the team and the fact that 
everyone plays a contributing 
role. She said this may be the best 
team she has been a part of in her 
four year~ on the South Hill 
Sixth-year head volleyh.ill 
coach Janet Gr1ymkow!,k1 \i11d 
N1chob ha~ taken on a leadcr,l11p 
role vocally a~ well a!, hy oa111 
pie. 
"The team re!,pornh we 11 1,, 
her,'' Gr1.yrnkow,k1 !,ard \Ice 
loob after them and al,o 111.ikn 
,urc that their practice Jer!-.cy, )!Cl 
washed. I've never had an ,1thlcte 
do that before." 
Junior teammate Chr1,t1nc 
Ansley dc!,cnhc~ Nichol, a, a 
motivator who ha, a great ,<.:ll'-t: 
of humor 
"He1d1 I!, an mtcmc playt:r 1>11 
the court," An!-.lcy \.lid "She 1, 
aggrcS!,IVC, a leader and !-.omc1mt: 
you can look to." 
Nichob i!, not just a volleyball 
player. She hcgan partic1pa1111g in 
the high jump during her Junior 
year and, hccau!,C of her athleti-
cism, caught onto the sport rather 
quickly. 
"Nichols' athletic ability 
allowed her to become one of our 
best high jumpers," said Larry 
Czarnecki, assistant track and 
field coach 'This spring should 
prove to be a successful one as 
she docsn 't have to learn the 
basics of the sport." 
Nichols qualified for the New 
York State Champwnship last 
JJrir,;•. a, well ,1, lhe E1,tern 
< , ,1, krt:nce Ath kt1L J\\\oc1at1on 
< li.i111p1on,h1p\ 
\he abo kt:cp, licr,ell hu\y 
·;, 1th other actJ\ 1t1c\ \Ulh ,I\ ,nv-
111)! a, a ,tudent 1u,t1ce on the 
Jud1c1al Review Board The hoard 
" compri,ed ol !acuity. ,tafl and 
,tudenh ,elected hy th-: dJJ"cctrn 
"' Jud1c1al Affair, to ,crve onL'-
1 car tcrl!l,. If a per,on 1, found 
t'uilty of llll!,Conduct by th-: 
College. they can accept the pun-
1\hment given to thelll or appt:al 
to the Jud1c1al Review Board The 
hoard·.., dec1!-.1on, arc I rnal 
Gr1y111kow,k1 ha\ \CCn 
Nichol, hlo"om during ht:r ~car\ 
on the South Hill and I\ 1 n,p1red 
hy her dedication and determ1na-
t1on. 
"She 1, a very t..:am-unentcd 
athlete," ,he !-.aid. "I" m very 
pleased to have coached her for 
the past four year!, I wil I llll!-.!, her 
leadership and ahihty. hut rno,t ot 
all her personality." 
But Nichols' reign on the 
South Hill i!, far from over. She 
will have plenty to do between 
her athletics and other ac11v1l1e, 
before she graduate!-. Ill May 
When her tenure i!> complete, ,he 
will have left an mdelihlc mark 
on the Ithaca College athlct1c!-. 
program. 
The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
With Her 6-foot frame, senior middle hitter Heidi Nichols has dom-
inated opponents as a four-year starter on the volleyball squad . 
Women volley past Oneonta 
By Gerilyn M. Curtin 
Ithacan Staff 
As the season winds down, the 
volleyball team extended its win-
ning streak to five matches, 
defeating the Oneonta Red 
Dragons 15-6, 14-16, 15-13 and 
15-4 Tuesday . 
"Some of the key components 
to the win were: Heidi Nichols 
turned it on hitting, Jill Finochio 
moved the ball around and Tina 
Grimanis really got us back 111 the 
third game," said head coach 
Janet Grzymkowsk1. "We adjust-
ed well." 
Senior co-captain N 1ehob led 
the Bomber (24-4) defcn~c with 
23 kills, five hlocks and nine dig!,, 
while Junior ,cllt:r F1nllchl\l 
d1!-.hed out 4~ a,,1\1\ and 10 di!!\ 
Junior middle hitter Chnstme 
Ansley led the offcn!>e witb 14 
kills and three blocks. After los-
ing the second game, senior co-
captain Grimanis helped the t..:am 
rebound with four aces, bringing 
it back from a 7-11 deficit in the 
third game. 
"We kept it together and didn't 
let down when we had a tough 
spot," said sophomore outside 
hitter Rehccca Helmcts1e. "We 
pushed on through." 
Despite their winnmg streak 
and 13th ranking in the late~t 
Arncm:an Volleyball Coache!-. 
Association women's vollcyhal I 
poll, the Bomhcr!-. ~till need to 
work on ma111tain111g a high level 
of play 
"Wl· arc 11 ~ 111g to ,tdlll'Vt: more 
C(Hl\l\ll'ncy:· \,lid (,11ylllk(>\\\kl. 
who 1s Ill her ,1xth year a\ 
Bomber mentor. "Right 111>\\ 
we're on track. It wa-; a nice 
match to win after a long hrt:ak." 
On Oct. I 0-11, the Bomber\ 
claimed the Ithaca I nvllatwnal 
title m four straight lllatche, 
defeating 0\w..:go. RIT. 
Binghamton and Rut!!er\-
Newark. 
"Hopefully we'll end the ... ea-
\lm with only four ln!-.,t:!-. I think 
we really nt:cd lo go 11110 till' 
upeommg rnatcl1e, with conl1-
dencc," N1chob !-.,lid. "We pla) 
the he!-.I volleyball wht:n wt: dlln ·1 
choke up." 
On Friday and S.11111 d.i~ till· 
Bomher!-. will compl'll' 111 thl· 
lnter-Reg1011al Cla,\1, \\ llh ., 
L"il,lllCL' Ill reLl.lllll ihl'II lll!lllhL'I 
tlnl' \fllll Ill lhL' lq.'.lllll 
.. 
: :,~ . 
... ' . 
.. ,..., ·:· ... f~,~~ ~'t 
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'. 
DIESEL .......................................... .. 
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Saints sin; blasted by big, bad Bombers 
By Adam B. Ellick 
Ithacan Staff 
-- ---- ~---·-------
Saturday, the Bomber offense resembled 
the Three Stooges trying to set off a hand 
grenade. Just as the Stooges would struggle 
in their attempt to pull the pin, the offense 
struggled in its first-half attempts to score. 
And like a grenade, once the offense 
exploded, there was no stopping its destruc-
t ion. 
Against St. Lawrence, Ithaca turned the 
hall over three times in its first five posses-
sions. Then the offense took advantage of 
its mediocre opponent, tallying four touch-
down~ m its next five series en route to a 
41-6 victory. 
"I'm not concerned that we can't come 
out and play well," said Bomber head 
coach Mike Welch, who led the team to its 
fifth straight win. "Now, it's Just a mailer of 
doing 11." 
The defense has heen "doing it" 
throughout the season. Once again, the un11 
manhandled a less superior team, permit-
ting a measly 80 yards and rcgi~tering six 
sacks and three turnovers. 
"We ran basic stuff," said junior defen-
sive end Tim Carley, who had one sack. 
"We did not run any tricky stunts. We real-
ly use our speed to our advantage. Our d-
line may be smaller but we are so quick off 
the hall. We hit our gaps before they can 
block us." 
Ithaca (5-1) is in cruise control, smooth-
ly driving past its last five opponents by a 
combined score of 198-59. But none of 
these wins was monumental, as Ithaca 
defeated each of these teams last year. 
But cruise control isn't sufficient as 
Ithaca now faces a steeper hill. Last year, 
they lost to three of the teams they wi II face 
in the next lour games. Division II 
Ameril:an lnlernalional College (5-1) is 
first, li,llowed hy Hohart, Cortland and 
Buffalo Stale. 
If it's pos~ihlc for a season to begin after 
the halfway poml, then that is the situation 
Ithaca faces. Saturday's homecoming con-
test against AIC will tell if this team i~ 5-1 
because of who it has played or because 11 1s 
NCAA playoff material. 
One man facing a dilemma is Ithaca 
offensive line coach Bill George. He ~at m 
his cramped office in Ceracche Center at I 0 
a.m. on Monday morning. H1.\ a11en11on was 
consumed hy stacks of paper, hooklcts and 
media guides. He swayed forward, weaving 
his hands through his hair and exhaled in 
search of relief. 
"Football is like a chess match. Someone 
1s always trying to screw you," he ~aid. 
Injuries have struck George's unit more 
than any other area on the team. Three 
weeks ago, senior guard Jeff Doyle ~praincd 
his ankle and may he out for the year. 
Against St. Lawrence, senior hackup guard 
Bob Paoletti severely sprained his ankle and 
1s out three weeks. George i~ forced to start 
junior third-stringer Dave Kim. 
"You just have to deal with it," Welch 
said. "The next person just has to step up 
and play." 
"A lot of offensive line things you have 
to develop and work hard on," said George, 
who started on the offensive line for Ithaca 
in the late 1970s. "You still have to be a 
great athlete to be a lineman, but you can 
make a lot of progress working hard." 
It's no secret any line takes time to 
develop and gel. Anchored by senior center 
Mark Dantuono, the Bomber line has been 
productive since the week one loss. Three 
different backs have totaled over I 00 yards. 
Game,set,match 
By John White 
Ithacan Staff 
They saved their best effort for last. 
Over the weekend, the Bombers (5-5) 
finished tied for sixth out of I 7 teams at the 
NYSWCAA Tennis Championships at 
Cornell, an impres~ivc outing for the squad. 
Ithaca finished only two points behind St. 
Lawrence and Hamilton, teams who 
destroyed the Blue and Gold early in the 
season. 
Junior Gina Specksgoor and sophomore 
Jamie Daniello advanced to the finals in the 
third doubles slot, losing to Alexis 
Karetzky and Heather Wood of Skidmore, 
6-2, 6-4. 
In the semifinals, the second-seeded duo 
were down triple match point before bat-
tling back for the victory in the third set tie-
hreak, 2-6, 6-2. 7-6 (7-4). 
"It wa-; the most exciting match of the 
season for us," Daniello said. "We played 
terrible at the start of the match, hut at the 
end of the third set, we really clicked." 
Specksgoor agreed with her partner. 
"We just played amazing all weekend," 
she said. "The crowd was behind us all the 
way. It was phenomenal." 
The duo finished 12-2 on the season, one 
victory away from capturing the state 
championship. 
Junior Rachael Umen led the squad in 
singles play, advancing to the semi-finals 
before succumbing to the third seed. In the 
second round, Umen defeated second-seed-
ed Lauren McDonnell of Binghamton in 
straight sets, avenging an early season loss. 
"I was happy when I drew 
[McDonnell]," Umen said. "I knew if I 
stayed focused I could beat her. In the first 
matches, I really concentrated on my game, 
but in the semi-finals I lost my focus." 
Senior co-captain Alex Ricchi and junior 
Maegan Umen also advanced to the quar-
terfinals in singles play with victories in the 
first round. Both lost to the number one 
seeds in the quarterfinals. 
"Rachael and Maegan played fantastic," 
Ricchi said. "We all knew they had the 
potential to play and this weekend they 
showed us that they could do it." 
The Bombers defeated William Smith 7-
2 in the final match of the season on Oct. 9. 
Senior co-captain Carin Snyder and fresh-
man Brooke Basile wac two-tune winners. 
Women sprint to sixth 
By Kevin Cohen 
Ithacan Staff 
Each week, it seems to be the same sce-
nario for the women's cross country team. 
It never finds itself at the front of the pack. 
Finishing sixth out of 33 teams is an 
above-average performance for the Blue 
and Gold, but it could have been better. 
"We did not do as well as we could 
have," senior co-captain Heather 
McGimpsey said. "I think we are still in 
good shape heading toward the regionals 
and have a good chance of making the 
nationals." 
Once again, junior Meaghan Brady fin-
ished first for the Bombers in a time of 
19:45. Sophomore Cara Devlin, freshman 
Katie Burdette, McGimpscy and senior 
Leah Crivello placed in the top five for 
Ithaca. 
Head coach Kelli Berl is looking for con-
tinued improvement from her ~quad bclorc 
postscason competition. 
"We can't sculc with where we arc at tlm 
point in the season," Bert said. "We have to 
keep improving week hy week and learn 
from our mistakes. This is all ncce~sary in 
order for us to make the nationals." 
Burdette said she has ohscrvc<l steady 
progress throughout the season. 
"We arc getting stronger as a team each 
week," she said. "We are working together 
and improving more as the season wear~ on. 
I think we definitely have a shot at the 
nationals. This team has the heart and deter-
mination to make it there." 
The Bombers travel to Cornell Friday, 
attempting .to make their mark in a final 
tune-up before the New York State 
Collegiate Track Championships at 
Brockport on Nov. 8. 
The Ithacan/Jeff Matus 
Sophomore tight end Jeff Erne (85) celebrates the winning touchdown on Oct. 18 
with sophomore split end Abe Ceesay (5). The 5-1 Bombers beat Brockport 21-14. 
But now the lme must re~pond to advcr~lly. 
As 1f depth were not enough ol a con-
cern to George, AIC plays an eight-man 
defensive front, which focuses on stopping 
the run. To expose AIC's three-man sec-
ondary, George said the passing game will 
be more of a priority. 
Saturday's game i~ reality. Injuric~ arc 
part of football. And quality teams arc part 
Bomber arrested 
By Adam B. Ellick 
Ithacan Staff 
-------
For the fourth time in six weeks, an 
Ithaca College football player has been 
arrested by l~ice and suspended 
fronnhe- team.' . 
Junior ·guard Ryan Vangerena was 
arrestecl and_chargccl with fourth degree 
criminal miscltjef, according to police. 
The incident allegedly occUtTCd early 
Sunday morning at 400 West State St. in 
Ithaca and stemmed from a fight outside 
Club Semester, said club owner Tom 
Stavropoulous. 
THE OPPONENT 
American International College 
(Div. II) Springfield, MA 
Head Coach: Art Wilkins 
Captains: Sr. ILB Willie Bethea, Sr. OT 
Mike Duggan, Sr. G Mike Revosa 
Last Weck: Beat S. Connecticut, 26-23 
HEAD TO HEAD 
All-Time Series: 
Ithaca leads 14-9 
Last Meeting: 
AIC won at 
home, 36-14. 
Common 
opponents: 
Springfield: 
Ithaca won 42-15. 
AIC 1ml 31-14. 
INJURY REPORT 
AIC: Will not announce 
Ithaca: Out: So. RB Ryan Carpenter 
(knee); Sr. OG Jeff Doyle (ankle); S1 
OG Boh Paolcui (ankle) 
KEY PLAYERS 
AIC\ defen~e ,~ led hy ,enwr 111,-1de 
lmchackcrs James Wilkin~ (65 tackle~. 
two INT~) and Willie Bethea (65 tack-
les). Senior outside I me hacker Kev111 
Key has notched 56 tackles, six for lm~-
cs. Junior right end Steve Bapll~lc lead;, 
the team with five ~ack~. 
The YellowJad.ct ··prn-:style" olfcn,i: 
leaturcs Sophomore running bad. Kcv111 
Gaillard (592 yard~. I 1vc touchdown,) 
and ,1unior DaQuall Graham ( 199 yards 
and two touchdo\\ns la~t week), who 
lead a potent ground game Soph11111ori: 
of the playoffs. Ithaca ha~ the chanci: to 
exceed the point where la~t ye,ir·, 7-3 
~quad lost control after a 5-0 qarl. 
"We know what ,~ ahead of u, ... -.11J 
Welch, whose Bomhcrs have lost two 
straight to AIC. "That\ a very cxc11ing 
challenge for us. We need to put a complete 
game together against a complete team." 
Saturday seems like an opportune time. 
Head coach Mike Welch said he sus-
pended Vangerena from this week's 
practice and game. 
"Ryan obviously did something 
wrong and he has been suspended for 
violating team rules," said Welch, who 
had no comment regarding the team's 
reputation. 
When asked about Vangerena·s 
future status, Welch said, "We are not at 
that stage yet." 
Vangerena had no comment regard-
ing the incident. 
The team frequents Club Semester 
on Saturday nights. Stavropoulous said 
the team· is still invited to attend. 
"'The team is always welcome here. 
quarterback Ricky Hchcrt bcnefll:s lrom 
working hehind a huge offensive 1111c 
that averages six-feet-five-inches. 291 
lbs. Hebert ha~ a 127 pa;,s cff1cienc) ral-
ing along with nine touchdown~ and 
only two interception~ Junior fullhack 
Shawn Feeney leads the team with IX 
reception~. Sophomore 
wide receiver Dan 
Grant (21 7 yard, 
per catch) " 
AIC's lop end 
STAFF 
PREDIC-
TIONS 
Jay Milkr, Sporh 
Editor: ":\IC J\11·1 ,I\ 
gPPd a\ 1h h~ pc Bt1111hL·1, 
come home to a .1(1-13 \\ 111 " 
Margie Obreza, Sports Editor: --11'1.1, .1 
give., its f,r~t .,ul1d home perfor111;m_. ,,i 
the sca\on. downing the Ycll1n\ 1.1,h.L·ts 
32- l<l." 
Adam Ellick, football beat "rikr: 
"Ithaca 20-17 AIC\ e1gh1 man dckn-
~1 vc front will enable Ithaca·, ,ol1d 
rece,vi:rs to ~qui:ak out another lw111i: 
WIil 
Jon Alhart, Ithacan ~taff: "Ithac.i v. ill 
win th1., hattk of ."i-1 team~ \\'1th ,lclla1 
play lrom thcdelcn,e Bomhi:1, \\11121-
10 .. 
Compiled by Jon Alhart, 
Ithacan Staff 
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Heading into· the final four ••• matches 
NCAA postseason no guarantee 
for Bombers despite winning ways 
By Matthew Schultz 
lth;:ican Staff 
With an 11-2 rccrnd and only 
lour game~ rcma111111g. the men\ 
~occcr team ~hould he cru1~111g 
11110 the playoff, without any 
prnhlcm~. right? Wrong. 
"I th111!.. the 111ne of I wa, very 
beneficial for Frank." Byrne ~aid. 
"He played a lot on Saturday and 
hopefully will have t11nc thi~ 
\\eek 111 get clo~cr to 100 per-
cent. .. -
The ab,ence of Morri:-on and 
Saraceno forced frc,hman 111 id-
fielder Shaun Le,ka lO make the 
1ran~1tion from high ~cht;ol to col-
lege much quicker then expected. 
But Les!..a performed well in the 
past two matchc~. us111g h1!> speed 
to hlow hy opponents. 
create an almost 
11npenctrahlc wall 
for opponents, 
who have ,cored 
on:y IO goals 
against Ithaca this 
~ea~on. 
Ithaca. ranked 12th 111 the 
nat11m and numhcr two 111 the 
northca~t region, I\ not guaran-
teed a ,pol in the NC AA post~ea-
,on. Each of the remammg four 
matches are crucial for the 
Bombers. They defeated Hobart 
011 Oct. 11, 5-0 and Ren~sclacr 
Polytechmc lmtitute Saturday. 3-
0, in continuation of their strong 
playmg. 
Semor co-captain Mall 
"I was overwhelmed in the 
hcginnmg of the season, hut I 
have more confidence now," 
Lcska said. "Everyone on the 
team lcb you know when you 
have done something wrong and 
that's really helpful." 
'Todd is very 
~trong physically, 
good in the tackle 
and makes very 
few mistakes," 
Byrne ~aid. "Now 
he's !>tarting to get 
where he can push 
forward a liule 
hit. He made two 
or three good runs 
against RPI, 
where he over-
lapped and got a 
hall in." 
Against RPI, 
the Bombers once 
The Ithacan/Jay Miller 
Freshman fullback Todd McCormick makes a run up the left side past a 
Rensselaer player. Ithaca defeated RPI 3-0 Saturday on the Upper Terrace Field. 
Mom:-on and !'le111or nudficldcr 
Frank Saraceno arc hack m the 
lmcup after nursing inJurics that 
kept them on the sidclmcs early in 
the season. Both saw limited 
action against RPI and neither 
one is fully recovered, according 
to head coach Andy Byrne. 
Leska is not the only freshman 
to make an impact on the South 
Hill squad this season. Fre!>hman 
Todd McCormick has hcen a 
solid defender for Ithaca, working 
with junior defender Josh Hyman 
and senior co-captain Dan Katz to 
again outshot their opponents, 10-
4. Senior striker Mitshel 
Lavander scored twice in a span 
of less than three minutes off 
crosses from Katz and Morrison. 
Lavander leads the team with 10 
goals this season. 
'Tm playing much heller now 
STEALING CABLE TV ... 
IS IT REALLY WORTH IT·? 
The average cable thief 
doesn't wear dark clothes 
and lurk in the shadows. 
In fact, he's probably very 
much like yourself ... an 
upscale, law abiding 
citizen who wouldn't 
think of commit-
ting a crime. And 
yet, illegally re-
ceiving cable 
television signals is a crime 
that could cost thieves up 
to $10,000, six months in 
jail, or both. 
So why risk a conviction? 
Is it really worth it? 
Contact your cable 
operator today! 
CABLE THEFT. 
IT'S A CRIME. 
~ TIME WARNER 
~ CABLE 
272-3456 
than I did in the beginning of the 
season," Lavander said. "But I 
still need to work on running and 
getting in better shape." 
Ithaca hits the road on 
Saturday to face Alfred, which it 
defeated last season 4-0 on the 
Upper Terrace Field. On Tuesday, 
the squad continues its road trip 
traveling to Cortland. The Red 
Dragons are a physical team but 
do not pose much of an offensive 
attack. Ithaca should not look 
ahead to the playoffs. Instead, 
they must take it one game at a 
time. 
Read· 
all 
about 
it. 
The Ithacan • 1S your 
weekly source for 
information about the 
Ithaca College 
Community. 
ThcITHACAN 
""Tire 11ew.rpaper for the Ithaca College Community" 
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By The Numbers 
SCOREBOARD 
voneybafbf 4·4l 
Friday, 1 10 
Ithaca def. RIT 15-12 9-15 
15-8.' 15-10 
Ithaca def. Binghamton 15-7. 15-7. 
15-10 
Saturday, 10/11 
Ithaca def. Rutgers-Newark 15-8, 
15-4, 15-3 
Ithaca def. Oswego 15-4, 15-9, 
15-10 
Tuesday, 10/21 
Ithaca def. Oneonta 15-6, 14-16, 
Men's Soccer '11-2) 
Saturday, 10/11 
15-13, 15-4 
Ithaca def. Hobart 5-0 
Saturday, 10/18 
Ithaca def. Rensselaer 3-0 
field Hockey (l 0-6} 
Saturday, 10/11 
Lebanon Valley def. Ithaca 1-0 
Sunday, 10/12 
Swarthmore def. Ithaca 1-0 
GAME OF THE WEEK 
Men's and Women"• Cross Country 
0 Cornell 
. Friday, 1004 
On Saturday, the men's and 
women's cross country teams head to 
the East Hill, to compete in the Cornell 
Meet. Leading the men's squad is 
junior Ian Golden, the top Bomber fin-
isher in each of the five races he has 
run. Junior Meaghan Brady leads the 
women's team, who Is coming off an 
eighth place finish. Brady has been 
Ithaca's top finisher six times in as 
many races. This is the final regular 
season meet for both squads before 
the NYSCTC Championship at 
Brockport on Saturday, Nov. 8. 
Wednesday, 10/15 
Ithaca def. Oneonta 2-1 
Saturday, 10/18 
Ithaca def. Springfield 1-0 (OT) 
Wednesday, 10/22 
Ithaca def. Rochester 5-0 
Football (5-ll 
Saturday, 10/11 
Ithaca def. Brockport 21-14 
Saturday, 10/18 _ 
Ithaca def. St. Lawrence 41-6 
Women's Tennis (5-5) 
Thuraday, 10/9 
Ithaca def. William Smith 7-2 
Women's Soccer ca-4-3) 
Wednesday, 10/15 
Ithaca tied Rochester 1-1 (OT) 
Saturday, 10/18 
Binghamton def. Ithaca 1-0 
Tuesday, 10/21 
Ithaca tied Nazareth 1-1 (OT) 
Women's cross country (1-o) 
Saturday, 10/18 
Allentown Invitational sixth 
Men's Cross country co-1) 
Saturday, 10/11 
Dickinson Invitational third 
TEAM SCORING 
LEADERS 
Field Hockey 
. Kelli Coppola has seven goals. 
Football 
Cory West has 32 points. 
Men's _Soccer 
Mitshel Lavander has 1 O goals. 
Volleyball 
Heidi Nichols has 398 kills. 
Women's Soccer 
Samme Miller has five goals. 
Women's Tennis 
Gina Specksgoor won 15 overall 
matches this season . 
.. , . ., Open Until 3:00 A.M. ldMMM• 
1. CHEEZE 
~....., .. ,a • .-..s.u, 
2. VEGGIE 
~.,~~ 
3. TWILIGHT ZONE9 * 
~ ~-srica 
4. RONI 
5. OH!ZONE 
fflAt. ~ .. »-ICM 
6. SPEED ZONE 
.......cM. ~ IUC'fffA. A o,.auc-
Thunday, Friday, Salunlay 
12. MEATY 
..... TM&.U. ...... IIIOUAlaU 
13. LOW CAL-ZONE 9 
aoa:ou. ~ lilOUAUUA a QM&.IC 
14. MAUI WOWI I! 
MM.~I.ICIUAIIUA 
15. END ZONE 9 
16. LOADING ZONE 
lll&Mmto«UM.l'Vf'U.J. 
-·MOUAAIUA 17. TIME ZONE 9 
"1'NU,OllkN,. ......... MOCJANUA. 
7. SOUTHERN CAL.ZONE "'""TA··-
_._. • ..uc.uos...- 18. CHEESEBURG 
8. HAMZONE 
19. PARKING ZONE,. 
1U.AmDCHCX• • .-occou& 
9. CHICKEN PARME·ZONE1111 20. DANGER ZONE 1111 
1 0. EGGPLANT 21. STRIKE ZONE 1111 
""""'°'-100ft»f1',NOUAULl.• .. &JCCOTT1t,I: CoAI.LII 
11. COMBO 
22. ITHACA ZONE 
._.._~-
23. SCHOOLZONE 9 rnM.------~ 24. CORDON BL.EU 
---~":,;' 
25. NEUTRAL ZONE 
IUAIIID~ ..... NOTIMGACNOCt.la 
26. DROP ZONE 
---
27. BBQ CHICKEN 
..aADCDaac::uc.-.wa. 
-·-28. BBQ STEAK 
m.A&.-0&.u.a....:IUAUU.AA 
29. PESTO 
30. TESTING ZONE 
31. RONIN' 
SHR0OMS 
Pll'f'll()t<I l,lll,.'51•00M1,,.CUAl,t:l.L.A 
A IUCDTT• 
32. TURKEY CLUB 
fUUJl'I, 94C'U,., TOlri .... TOU MOUAALUA 
&.......-ll("Mf 
33. SPINNER 
OICUN., tnN,,.CK, ~ IJC'On.a It (..ULJI, 
DID YOU KNOW ... 
The women's soccer team played in a 
team record ten overtime games in 
the 1989 season, finishing 17-1-7. 
Field hockey began its history at 
Ithaca College with three consecutive 
undefeated seasons. The streak 
spanned through 1968 (6-0), 1969 (6-
0) and 1970 (7-0). The Bombers have 
not posted an undefeated season 
since. 
Men's soccer paste<;! a 1-14-2 record 
in its first five seasons, beginning in 
1930. 
The women's tennis squad had only 
one losing season in its first 17 years 
of existence at Ithaca College, begin-
ning in 1968. 
D-FENCE 
Bomber squads have been stingy in 
allowing the opposition to put points 
on the board. Here's how and why 
they've been successful: 
Field hockey has held opponents to 
one goal or less in 15 of its 17 games . 
Football has kept opponents score-
less in the third quarter. 
Men's Soccer only had two goals slip 
by in the first period this season. 
Volleyball has seven players with 100 
or more digs on the season. 
Women's Soccer opponents have 
only four assists compared to the 
Bombers' 19. 
34. BUFFALO ZONE 
M.fAOI-DQUC'IC.EN, IIOT !aALll.1, DLUI CII( L\I 
& MOU.>J.E:U.A 
(Ta.Jtc /,4~ a Buffalo U,:mg') 
35. ITAUAN CALZONE 
SALAMI, IMf'Ol.TEDliAM, l"f.l"l"t•OHI, 
MOZZ.AllUA& 111.K'OTTA 
BRUNCH CALZONES ! 
• Back by popular demand • 
Great for brukfut, lunch, dinner, 
or late night aft.er partying 
(TaJta /1k a bnolcfaJt sandwl11ch) 
36. A' WAKIN N' BACON 
(GG, BACON. MOUAll:£11.A 
37. HORI-ZONE 
!(,<,, MOl./..All:lllA l 1111>111\II 
38. HAMN' EGG ZONE 
t U,, IIA."-4, MOl/AIII l l A Al.II RICA._ 
THI: hllACAN. 
. Compiled by 
· Pete Rattlen 
ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK 
Lindy West 
Women's Soccer 
Freshman goalkeeper Lindy West's 
tremendous per-
formance in the 
past week proved 
to be crucial to 
the success of the 
women's soccer 
team. In the last 
three games, she 
stopped 50 shots. 
Her career-high 
19 saves came 
a~ainst 
Binghamton in a 
1-0 overtime loss. 
West stopped 14 shots against 
Rochester, the nation's third ranked 
squad. She stopped 17 shots in a 1-1 
draw with Nazareth. 
GAME PLAN 
Friday, 10/24 
Women's Soccer@ Clarkson 3 p.m. 
Men's Cross-Country @ Cornell 
Meet 4 p.m. 
Women's Cross-Country @ Cornell 
Meet 4 p.m. 
Volleyball @ Brockport* TBA 
Saturday, 10/25 
Women's Soccer @ St. Lawrence 
11 a.m. 
Men's Soccer @ Alfred 1 p.m. 
Football vs. American International 
1 p.m. 
Field Hockey vs. College of New 
Jersey 1 p.m. 
Volleyball @ Brockport* TBA 
Tuesday, 10/28 
Men's Soccer @ Cortland 7 p.m. 
Volleyball @ Binghamton 7 p.m. 
*Tournament of Champions 
... 
~--' 
. . :~/~ 
I~ 
··-
39. FALLING ROCK ZONE 
f'()TATO, l"COH, ~llJ,\11:lltA 
l Ill j)PAII. &. \MCt ~ (/ncfodt'I p(l,.-
of suur cream) 
40. CONSTRUCTION ZONE 
1"'(,Jl.l.[)i[N"T",& Rl 1]...il '1'0UA ()'w~ 
Ithaca's 
ONLY 
Home 
OF THE 
Zone 
(-4,ctpt n,, 1m1r.il11,11t) 
\,1( ,•., ... .iiri..lii.l•r..! f;i\l \-!"'~ ,\IIC:iffl'nv,(mclud1n;T.1\) . S-1.75 
l ,
1 
t •••• , 11 : 1 •• 1\ 1 1,1~ (11tl(.,;rt1t1~.,1~·\JnJT-,'11n,.1-.a1IJhl( 
/.,/.i,i,//., /,,,,. ·" /,111eO//tt1//) I' /)ough 
Two FREE 
Cokes 
... ,thpo,nh.Hcof ~ L .. 11' .... I 
1,...,.-,...1.-
...... •J,11 ... 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
$1.00 OFF 
_.,t,,...,11 ....... 11 ... ,.,._, 
,,_,...., .... _, 
• 1""-~·- ---~ .... _ .... _. I r,,_v,.._..., ___ .. _, I I 
"- - -- --- - - - - - - --- - - -- - - - - - - - _ .. 
3 for $12.00 : 
_,,1, "'" ""'w "' 'u.t....-,c1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Two FREE, 
SNAPPI.l· : 
~"~rw·'•",'' ,.,, " : 
I ...,, ....... -, - .. - ..... ,._ •• .. l ,...,~ .. ,.., .... , . ..,_ ___ ..,.., ... _, I 
11,. ____________ ... ___________ .. 
Now Hiring: Drivers and Kitchen Staff 
Save the world. Recycle this paper. 
.. 
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